Feedback Report
Yate – Town Centre–
Waiting Restrictions Review
Purpose of the Report
The purpose of this report is to feedback the results of the recent consultation on proposals to
review waiting restrictions in the vicinity of Yate Town Centre.
Background
Developer funding has been secured to review the current waiting restrictions in the Yate Town
Centre and it is proposed to introduce waiting restrictions on minor roads around the Yate town
centre.
The proposed scheme was to replace the existing keep clear markings and introduce additional
waiting restrictions (double yellow lines). These would be to protect vehicle accesses to
properties, at junctions and on corners to improve visibility, and to reduce the waiting times in
car parks adjacent to the Leisure Centre and Kennedy Way car parks from 12 hours to 4 hours.
Consultation
Public consultation was undertaken between 31 July and 18 August 2017. Details of the
proposals including a plan and statement of reasons were posted on the South Gloucestershire
web site. The Council posted letters advising of the consultation to all properties in the affected
areas for the three week period of the consultation, the council received 34 letters returned as
“address inaccessible”, notices were then posted throughout the Yate Shopping Centre and the
consultation extended for a further three weeks to 8 September 2017. Local members, the
Town Council, emergency services, amongst other statutory consultees were invited by email to
view the consultation.
Feedback from the Consultation
The drawing showing the proposals on the online consultation was viewed a total of 1782 times.
There were 508 individuals and organisations who completed the questionnaire, there was
support for the proposals as a whole with 170 in favour, 301 against and 37 other. A further 33
comments were received by letter or email.
A further mini consultation was requested specifically for waiting restrictions in Cabot Close and
was carried out, there were 20 responses in support of the proposals as a whole with 11 in
favour, 6 against and 3 Don’t know, these have been added to the responses summarised over
the page:
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YES
NO
DON’T KNOW

34% (170 No)
59% (301 No)
7% (37 No)

YES
NO
DON’T KNOW

27% (136 No)
69% (351 No)
4% (21 No)
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ABOUT RIGHT
SHOULD BE MORE RESTRICTIVE
SHOULD BE LESS RESTRICTIVE
SKIP THIS QUESTION

42% (213 No)
8% (40 No)
19% (96 No)
31% (159 No)

ABOUT RIGHT
SHOULD BE MORE RESTRICTIVE
SHOULD BE LESS RESTRICTIVE
SKIP THIS QUESTION

41% (206 No)
6% (33 No)
20% (101 No)
33% (168 No)
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ABOUT RIGHT
SHOULD BE MORE RESTRICTIVE
SHOULD BE LESS RESTRICTIVE
SKIP THIS QUESTION

41% (210 No)
6% (29 No)
19% (96 No)
34% (173 No)

The results in the following graph are specific to Cabot Close and
were additional to the main consultation;

ABOUT RIGHT
SHOULD BE MORE RESTRICTIVE
SHOULD BE LESS RESTRICTIVE
SKIP THIS QUESTION

0%
32%
68%
5%
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(0 No)
(6 No)
(13 No)
(1 No)

Who responded to the consultations?
Skip
Resident in the affected roads
Resident of Yate outside the affected area
Local employer/representative of local organisation
Commuter
Local councillor/Parish Council/Police
Prefer not to say
Other

Yate
21 No.
106 No.
220 No.
31 No.
142 No.
3 No.
5 No.
46 No.

Cabot Cl
1 No.
16 No.
1 No.
0 No.
1 No.
1 No.
0 No.
0 No.

Other comments
A full list of comments received and the engineer’s response is provided in the questionnaire
responses section.
Future Programme
The initial consultation was carried out to inform the local residents about the proposed waiting
restriction changes and to ensure that their comments and concerns are considered at an early
stage.
In the light of comments received, the scheme proposals will be amended as follows: Remove proposed changes to the Town Centre car parks from this review, these are;
Yate Leisure Centre and Kennedy Way. A scheme to review the Town Centre car parks
will be returned to the Priority List and added back into the Capital Programme at a more
appropriate time when some mitigation for the loss of long stay parking is possible.
 The proposals for Broadway are to be slightly reduced by removing the proposed single
yellow lines on the west side of Broadway.
 Proposed new double yellows will be added to the northern exit of Home Orchard
roundabout
 Proposed new double yellows will be added to the northern side of Stanshawe Crescent
opposite its junction with Cleeve Road.
The next stage will be to forward the amended plans to our Legal Section to formally advertise a
Traffic Regulation Order with the proposals. This involves the preparation of legal documents,
placing notices in the local paper and along the affected roads and publishing details on the
Council’s website, giving people an opportunity to formally object to or support the proposed
scheme.
Depending on the outcome of the advertisement, it is anticipated that works will commence on
site shortly after the Traffic Regulation Order has been signed and sealed which is anticipated
to be early in 2020. However, if objections are received during the advertisement stage, South
Gloucestershire Council will be required to report objections to the Director of Environment and
Community Services for a decision on how to proceed.
Council Response Notes:
Proposals for the car parks have been removed from this review.
A survey undertaken by the Yate Town Centre management has indicated that the majority of
staff live within 1 mile of the centre.
Parking information supplied by the shopping centre management indicates that the average
stay in the shopping centre car parks is around one and a half hours.
The Council will monitor any changes to parking behaviour in the surrounding roads.
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Questionnaire and written responses
Comments received at Consultation
(Note: comments have been reproduced as submitted and
include all spelling and grammatical errors uncorrected,
personal details have been removed)
Police
Enforcement of Waiting Restrictions such as are contained in the proposals,
rests with South Gloucestershire Council Parking Services. The proposals
should meet the aspiration of the Statement of Reasons.
This would have a large impact on workers for the town, there are no other
options for long term parking if roads are being restricted, Yate shopping
centre needs to thrive not drive people away

Officer’s response

Thank you for your
comments.

Thank you for your
comments.
Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Ward Members
Restricted parking - could limit those catching the bus to Southmead,
Hosptial, therefore not really help with their transport plan,; however actions
should fall in line with wishes of the local town council.
Cllr Sue Walker and I visited all 3 roads off Scott Way as well as other estate
roads and think the best solution would be to treat Cabot and Hudson entries
on Scott Way the same as entrances such as Eggshill /Westerleigh Rd,
Blaisdon/Shire Way etc, with white advisory lines around the entrances on
both sides of the roads, to allow at least 2 vehicles to pull off the main road if
vehicles are waiting to pull out into it. Shackleton does not need anything as
it has a much wider access layout.
Cabot and Hudson are both much narrower and with cars parked either side
this could lead to people driving in coming face-to-face with someone
coming out, with possible accidents on Scott Way.
This solution is consistent with the guidance agreed by councillors initially
and with existing white lining on estate roads, and would not set any further
precedents for yellow lines, that require a TRO.
Presumably this solution could be delivered much faster than yellow lines
because there is no need to progress a TRO that can take many months,
depending on whether there are any objections.
Yate Town Council
1. The lay-by on Church Road needs to be a no parking not a no waiting (as
it is a sensible place for people to wait for picking up as it does not block the
road). Response No parking would not allow anyone to park for any
purpose, No Waiting at Any Time (Double Yellow lines) allow loading and
unloading. I have been requested to revise the proposed restriction in this
layby, the proposal will be revised to keep the driveway clear but allow some
parking in the layby.
2. The no parking on Church Road needs to go
beyond the lights, on the western side round the bend as far as the entry to
Canterbury Close so as to stop the vans parking on the main road there.
Response I shall include this with other comments for consideration.
3. Most of church road is proposed for no waiting at any time, up to north of
the bridge, but there is a curious section which is NOT marked with any
restrictions or only marked for some restriction - As things stand you will not
be allowed to park from the lay up to beyond Elmgrove Drive. Or South of
the village green. But in between you will be able to park on both sides of
the road opposite the school entrance except at school in and out times, on
the bit from the green to the school outside of 8am - 6pm mon to Sat and on
the bit north of the school marking at any time 24/7. Surely the red lines
should be consistent, otherwise we are putting in a small area where parking
is allowed with no parking to the north and south. Response The unmarked
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Thank you for your
comments.

Thank you for your
comments.
Having consulted on yellow
lines in Cabot Close, it is
reasonable to revise the
proposal in light of
responses received, and
continue the process.
The requests for white
keep clear markings on
Hudson Close will be
passed to our Assess and
Decide team for
consideration in any future
review.

No Parking is No Waiting
at any time plus No
Loading, this is more
severe than No Waiting at
any time that allows
loading and unloading.
To extend the proposed
waiting restriction to
Canterbury Close would be
inappropriate.
An unrestricted section of
road is being left on the
western side close to the
northern end of the school
boundary to allow parents
to pick up and drop off, the
section of the eastern side
unrestricted will be the

section allows for some parking and is mostly used by parents picking up
children at school finish times, the road at this location is sufficient for the
passing vehicles and not to cause a significant problem, the rest of the time
this section is usually clear of parked vehicles.
4. We worry about
the impact of this on the houses on Station Road that front onto North
Parade, as they will have no protection from all day shopping centre staff
parking. We feel Swan Field is less easy to park in, so a lower risk.
Response Impact of what? The proposed restrictions in Church road are
around the traffic signals and result from parents parking and blocking the
narrow section of the road.
5. Residents parking in some areas
may become a problem unless a permit system is in place. Response Any
proposal for a permit scheme in Yate will need to be the subject for a future
proposal, many areas would not qualify to be considered for such a scheme.
6. With regard to the Leisure Centre, they hold all day events and parking is
going to be required for up to 12 hours, if not more.

southern end of the short
layby.
The No Stopping
restriction covers the most
important times when
many children are in the
area.
Any further restrictions in
North Parade may have a
greater impact on
residents and their visitors
than commuter parking.
Properties in this area
would not qualify for a
residents parking scheme
as all properties have off
road parking facilities.
Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Doddington Parish Council
Understand the need for parking restrictions on surrounding streets as it is
difficult and at times dangerous for residents / drivers and pedestrians particularly near the schools. DPC don't have a problem with this part of the
consultation. The area that they have real and valid concerns about is the
reduction in parking times in car parks...they also don't feel consultation has
been adequate and they have asked Clerk to take issue of consultation up
with South Glos as a separate matter.
For your information - on website it states that consultation is running from
31st July - 1st September - and yet cut off for comments is today - 18th
August???? And only responses online - some people don't have access to
computers - this is discriminatory. All of this will be taken up as a separate
matter - points have been made clear about the actual proposals.
Responses from respondents directly affected by the proposals
Broadway
I am commenting regarding the no parking in Broadway. It is becoming an
increasing problem but as the no waiting is right outside my house I will
struggle for family visiting, people carrying work out on my house, moving my
car out to road as potentially in a couple of years my son will be driving and
our drive only allows 2 vehicles. All of the before mentioned will have no
where to park Mon-Sat. It does allow for better access to my drive as people
tend to park very close or over. We would look to suggest residential permits
for the 4 houses this affects. While we all park on our drives a change like
this will affect our house values and saleability because you cannot park
outside your house. I do notice that it is not the people who are shopping in
yate or riverside that park outside our house it is people from the offices and
factories on Bowling Hill who cause this problem.
We cannot stress highly enough that this will affect out property in many
negative ways. We agree something needs to be done and again suggest
parking permits.
I believe the restrictions Broadway are not right for the residents who live
there. They affect 4 houses and will de value the property and cause
problems when we require work to to done on the houses, family/friends
visiting and if we need to take our vehicles of our drives for many reasons. I
believe a residential permit scheme or limited time parking would be more
appropriate. The problems with parking are caused by the offices and
factories on Bowling Hill and not by the people who go to the shops or new
development.
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
Consultation was extended
to 8th September, letters &
notices explained that a
paper questionnaire was
available if requested.

The proposed No Waiting
Monday to Saturday 8am6pm on the west side of
Broadway will be removed
from the proposals to allow
some daytime parking.
The eastern restriction will
prevent congestion on the
approach to the traffic
signals.
Properties in this area
would not qualify for a
residents parking scheme
as they all have off road
parking facilities.
See response above.

The biggest parking issues come from inconsiderate school parents and
Sharpak, Sun Chemical and other local business employees. The times are
too restrictive as proposed for residents and any visitors they may have.

See response above.

Could there be a residents parking permit scheme? Any visitors for any of
the houses will struggle to park and, for ageing relatives, will struggle to
reach the house.
On the whole, I agree with the proposal - something definitely needs to be
done - but an 8am til 5pm Monday to Friday parking ban will immediately
stop the school run parking and asking Sharpak, Sun Chemical and local
businesses to ensure their employees park at their respective places of work
will solve that issue. It would also negate any potential problems for those
local residents who do not work on Saturdays.
Cabot Close
my feelings are the parking might go deeper into cabot close to avoid the
restrictions is there a future scheme for more parking within the shopping
centre

See response above.

Following comments from
residents of Cabot Close,
the proposals have been
revised to restrict the
parking in the entrance to
Cabot Close only.
The shopping centre would
be responsible for
providing additional
parking within their
premises.

Total parking restrictions will exacerbate resident overnight parking.
Waiting restrictions from 09.00 to 15.30. Monday to Friday.
No restrictions Saturday & Sunday.

See response above.

I have had problems on occasion with exiting Cabot Close onto Scott Way
due to parked vehicles, I am unsure of highway regulations pertaining to
junctions but on the northern end of the proposal, do the restrictions have to
be quite as long? Many homes do not have adequate parking space for the
number of vehicles kept at the addresses. By disallowing people at the
number of properties suggested from parking in front of their homes will only
push more vehicles further down the close which is already quite often
congested.

See response above.

In addition to the above I have an issue further down the close. At the side of
my property there is a grassed area with a low kerb.There is no footpath on
this area of the close, People regularly park on the grass which causes not
only damage to the grass but causes access difficulties to the drives
opposite this area, In addition to this, it means pedestrians often with small
children have to walk in the middle of the road to get past the parked
vehicles. Perhaps this area from a safety and access point of view could also
be considered as a restrictive area.

Vehicles in this short
section of road would not
be travelling at high speed,
additional restrictions here
would also affect residents
and their visitors to an
unacceptable level.

I would like the restriction to extend to the drop kerb of number 7
If the restriction stops at number 6, vehicles will park between number 6 and
number 7 . This would cause a blind spot when moving out of our driveway
onto the road. We would not be able to see vehicles coming up the road
from Scott Way.

See response above.

Maybe during the day
Maybe it should be down to the first 3 houses. Going to push parking further
down the road

See response above.

Do the yellow lines need to come up the road as far as marked on the plan ?

See response above.

Yellow lines on the right hand side only (coming into Cabot Close) would be

See response above.
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sufficient in my opinion
Concerned that it will mean people will park on the bend causing more
issues/danger.
By restricting so much of the road to no parking then it could force more
people to park on the corner which in turn will become more dangerous as
visibility will become very restrictive.

See response above.

I object to any residents and visitors restriction on parking in our own street.
Since the restriction to 4 hours parking in the main shopping car park, many
retail staff have used our street to park and it moves around the street as
objections are made to the car owners. Having yellow lines will push the
issue back around to the interior of the road, along with the residents who
have more cars than drive space. Retail need to be given parking
dispensation to the four hour rule, to elevate this problem.

See response above

Asolutley agree.The isses for parking occur on the South side of Cabot
Close & North side enterance.
Having approached the council regarding this and had the proposal we
believe this is long overdue. We do believe the proposal is in the main
correct. From experience the parking issues have been on the South Side of
the Road and the proposed lines are correct for the south side. Several cars
have been abandoned, parked for long durations for staff in Yate shops and
double parked on the South side. On the North it has been when on the
corner outside number 1 that has been a hazard.

See response above.

In consideration of not being over restricted, whilst still preventing the double
parking, abandoned cars and cars on the pavement on the south side
alternations to the North side lines should be considered. By this, with
examples parking has not been an issues over drives. Just on the Corner of
the North side of the road. We would suggest that lines are placed on the
South as proposed and on the North side up to and including outside the
drive of Number 1, of which we are in agreement with together.
No Waiting on the corners entering Cabot Close
Most of these properties are 3&4 bedroom houses with more than 1x
vehicle.
Double yellow lines would be extremely inconvenient for home
owners/visitors and are neighbours .We should have the right to park outside
are own homes rather than struggling to park on what would be a crouded
Close ,this will be unfair, reduce visibility and safety.
I feel introducing yellow lines on the corners entering/exiting the Close and
yellow lines on the opposite side (south side)will provent vehicles parking
dangerously also eliminating double parking increasing visibility and safety.
If problems accure regarding all day parkers then maybe a permit scheme
could be introduced at a later time.

See response above.

I think this proposal is an overreaction
I understand that Cabot Close has been included within this scheme on the
opinion of one local resident, which I think is a total overreaction. I have
never experienced any problems both entering or exiting the Close due to
cars parking in the area you have highlighted. As a compromise, I wonder if
the proposed restriction could be shortened, if the general consensus is that
it still needs to be implemented. I am concerned that by making such a
restriction will only create parking problems in other areas of the close,
leaving residents very unhappy, again at the expense of one person's
opinion.

See response above.

People living in houses 1 to 5 Cabot Close who have more than one vehicle
and currently park an "extra" vehicle outside their own property will, following
the introduction of the waiting restrictions, park that vehicle in the first
available space, which will be directly outside my property. In the case of the
owner of number 3 Cabot Close, that vehicle is a VW Transporter van which
I don't want to be permanently looking at from my window or trying to look
round when I take my car off my drive. Also, visitors to numbers 1 to 5 Cabot
Close and people looking to park in Cabot Close while visiting Yate

See response above.
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Shopping Centre will similarly look for the first available space, again directly
outside my property. The proposed restrictions will, in my opinion, merely
move the problems of access and visibility further round Cabot Close.
Extend restrictions both sides of the road beyond the drive for 53/54/55
Cabot Close
Access to the drive is regularly restricted at present with parked vehicles on
the opposite side of the road.

See response above.

Only required on the south side and corner of North side
As residents are on North side and there are driveways the problem has
been persisting form cars on South side and near the corner. Should be as
indicated for South side and just for corner of North side of the road.

See response above.

You need to restricted the turning bay outside number 27.
There are cars parked in the turning bay all day outside number 27
And cars parked on the footpath outside 19 to 22 and down the side of 23
forceing pedestrian to walk in the road from the new traffic lights.

See response above.

Church Road
Theses restrictions should also apply to Church road in Yate. Speed
restrictions should be in place and parking should be stopped. St Mary's
school traffic causes huge problems during school hours. Residents drives
are blocked, children are at risk by speeding cars and cars mounting the
pavements to enable them to pass. Double yellow lines and speed
restrictions are needed before a accident happens.

Additional restrictions here
would also affect residents
and their visitors to an
unacceptable level.

Waiting restrictions in
Church Road are
proposed to be extended.
Further speed reduction
measures are beyond the
remit of this scheme.

My concern is on Church Road. There is a gap in the restrictions just beyond
where the children cross the road that I feel is unsafe. As a resident I
frequently observe parents rushing into any available space during the
school run. I feel this gap will make the situation worse and that the no
stopping restrictions should be extended along that entire stretch.
It is currently impossible to access our driveway during the school run.
Parents parking opposite our drive make the road too narrow for traffic to
flow easily in both directions. Cars must move into the oncoming lane in
order to pass the parked cars. Once the light changes at the bridge
everything comes to a halt. I am certain that an emergency vehicle could not
pass down this road during these times. (I have photographic evidence to
support this.)
Drivers currently park on the wider space of the pavement in front of our
house (flouting the existing double yellow lines) and partially blocking the
pavement. This makes it very unsafe for pedestrians who are using the
pavement as cars wishing to reenter the traffic must reverse along the
pavement in order to turn their vehicle. Furthermore a pushchair or
wheelchair cannot safely pass the vehicle and remain on the pavement as
there is usually not enough space. (Again I have a small amount of
photographic evidence dating back over several years.)
Drivers also frequently use the wider area of the two adjoining driveways to
perform a three point turn - even when another vehicle is already parked on
that space. If you allow stopping on the small strip of road opposite, more
cars will be performing this dangerous and thoughtless manoeuvre as they
come out of that space onto the driveways in order to turn their cars around
and head back towards Station Road.
If this small area is intended to allow access to the school as a drop off point,
then I feel it needs to be clearly marked and monitored as such. Traffic must
not be allowed to park for an unlimited amount of time. It is likely that a
warden would be required to keep the traffic moving and prevent problems
as there will not be adequate space for all the vehicles wishing to use it.

This unrestricted section
allows parents to drop off
and pick up without
additional parking in side
streets.

The Parking restrictions in Church Road, need to connect the zigzag school
markings without leaving a short gap. This is because the speed cushions
are positioned such that a cyclist need to either ride in the middle of the road

See response above.
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This section of unrestricted
road space has operated
for many years without a
serious incident occurring.
The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are to prevent
obstruction of the narrow
road and approach to the
traffic signals.
Parking services are
responsible for enforcing
yellow lines if informed of a
problem.
There are no proposals for
additional restrictions
opposite this location.

There have been no

or make a sharp change of direction to where cars are parked. Also cars
parked there will cause traffic to build up and prevent clear views of the
school crossing as cars traveling towards the town centre will not have clear
views as cars waiting will obscure the crossing warden on the pavement.
The cars waiting to pass will create air pollution.

visibility problems reported
at the school crossing
point.

Not sure if there will be a question about Church Road so putting an answer
here. Do feel that double yellows are needed beside Scout Hall traffic lights
as it is very difficult to pass safely through at school close time. However, we
are concerned that proposal will just shift the problem further up the street
and people will park in our driveway: the double yellows end right outside our
drive.

The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are to prevent
obstruction of the narrow
road and approach to the
traffic signals.

I have looked at the proposed waiting restrictions on Church Rd. Yate. There
is a traffic problem on Church Rd during school opening and closing times
and I think your proposal is a sound one, but I suggest a small change. On
the drawing showing the proposed restrictions, outside house numbers 12 &
12a there is a small layby. The proposed new restriction would add double
yellow lines starting mid way between the joint gate post and running north.
This layby is useful. If the double yellow lines start where planned, vehicles
will be able to park in the south part of the layby and will part block the
access to 12 & 12a, making a south ward turn out of the property difficult. I
suggest that both sides of the layby are left unrestricted, but double yellow
lines are added between the joint gate posts only. This would keep the
driveway entrance clear at all times, but will still make both sides of the very
useful layby available. This layby will be the only parking place on most of
the east side of Church Rd.

The proposals have been
revised to reflect the
request to cover driveway
access only.

Cleeve Road
I feel that the proposed no waiting at any time at the end of Cleeve Road will
cause problems for residents who park outside their houses.

Cleeve Road should be left as it is. Most cars are residents who will have to
squash further into the limited space.
Elmgrove Drive
Please can you extend the lines up to Canterbury Close.
This will help aswell

We have people parking in Elmgrove Drive for long periods who do not live
here. We had one vehicle parked for 3 weeks without moving. It took a
number of calls to the Police before the owner (whoever it was ) moved. I do
not mind people parking for short periods (school runs) which will and does
happen but all day parking is a problem. As part of this it would be good to
introduce resident parking with short time parking for others. This needs to
be enforced. I know that the road will now become a parking area.
Residential parking should be introduced in the residential roads adjoining
the scheme. If parking time is restricted in the main shopping areas where
will employees park ? Residential roads.
The parking restrictions on Church Road will force people to park in
Elmgrove Drive. We already have many people parking for the school or
scout hut or people just using the road and my drive to reverse their cars. My
car has already been damaged by reversing drivers into my drive at 10
Elmgrove costing me over £100 to fix.
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The proposed restrictions
are to remove vehicles
parking on the junction
corners and obstruct
visibility.
See response above.

The proposed restrictions
are to remove vehicles
parking on the junction
corners and obstruct
visibility, to extend them as
far as Canterbury Close
would be inappropriate.

Properties in this area
would not qualify for a
residents parking scheme
as they all have off road
parking facilities.

The proposals include
double yellow lines through
the traffic lights to prevent
obstruction by
inconsiderately parked
vehicles.

Firgrove Crescent
I work in yate shopping centre as a nurse and work earl shifts and late shifts
and work more than. 4 hours a shift so would need to take my car so where
would I park ! Also I don't want people parking out side my house as a
school is bad enough you find it difficult to get into your drive !its poor that
you can't drive to work would like a choice

Current problem in front of Firgrove shops is caused by nursery staff treating
it as a private car park and parking all day. This is severely affecting
business for other units. Customers are constantly complaining about lack of
parking.
Gleneagles
The parking restrictions on the corners of those roads make good sense.

The residents and the surrounding area residents would like the double
yellow lines in Gleneagles increased in length. This would give motorists a
clearer view and to stop accidents. We have 80 residents who have signed
this petition to have this implemented.
Luke Hall our MP has viewed the situation and giving his backing for this to
happen.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
The proposals in Firgrove
Crescent are to remove
vehicles obstructing the
corners to improve safety
for pedestrians and
vehicles in the area.
The proposed limited
waiting is to prevent long
term parking and provide
parking for customers.

Thank you for your
comments.
The proposals do include
an extension to existing
yellow lines, and cover the
opposite side of the
carriageway.

Unfortunately, the budget
is insufficient to consider
additional waiting
restrictions in Gleneagles
and re-consult. This
request has been added to
our records so that when
the Council next review the
waiting restrictions in this
area, this request can be
taken into account.

Highway
The problems we have with people parking outside our homes all day are
NOT from the shopping Center or Riverside but the offices Merlin and Jelf
who do not provide enough parking for their staff! This has been confirmed
by the people themselves who park there when we confront them! Perhaps
we could have limited parking ( 2 hours or even 4) so that the office staff
would have to find alternatives! Maybe they shouldn't have offices unless
they can provide parking for their staff! To have double yellows outside
people's homes seems wrong as it stops people from being able to park
outside their own homes, surely this is wrong! Also my mother-in-law who
has Carer's and visits from the district nurse regularly lives next door and
they often have difficulty parking because of the office staff parking outside
her house! Limited parking would cure this problem!

Limited waiting would also
restrict residents from
parking for long periods, at
the moment any space
available is able to be used
by residents for as long as
required.

Please remember that people have to work. Unfortunately parking is limited
in the area by constantly imposing tighter parking restrictions small/medium
size businesses will get tired of the hassle and look at moving their business
from the area resulting in abandoned buildings & shops.

Waiting restrictions at the
junction with Broadway are
to remove vehicles that
obstruct visibility for drivers
exiting Highway.

Parking caused by workers at nearby businesses, Highway is used as a rat
run when traffic lights are on red, these vehicles often travelling at high
speeds. A daytime parking restriction in Broadway will allow these vehicles to
travel faster and enter Highway at greater speed. Commuter parking will

See response above.
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increase in Highway and other nearby roads, causing further problems.
Have concerns that double yellow lines and parking restrictions on main road
and front of ridge estate will cause more cars parking in Highway we already
get school traffic and factory workers parking in the road ( on split shifts )
causing access and parking for residents difficulty during day and in the
evening.cars also use are road as a short cut to miss queues on main road
and at traffic lights. Concerns also that cars will park on green at front which
sometimes happens. we are a small road.
Home Orchard
Hello, hope this is relevant to your consultation, I have lived in HomeOrchard
28 years since the estate was first built and there has never been a problem
with the access road until about 18 months ago when a local contractor
began parking vans on the s bend leading into the eatate, the vans are there
every night and weekends and make the road extremely dangerous with
drivers having to drive on the wrong side of the road completely blind to
oncoming traffic, i hope your proposed road markings will eliminate our
problem.
Waiting restrictions in Home Orchard should include the junction of the mini
roundabout as there is a blind bend with parked vehicles obstructing
visibility.
Lawns Road
The proposals are just about right.

See response above.

The proposals have been
revised include double
yellow lines in the entrance
of the northern section of
Home Orchard to improve
visibility for drivers entering
and leaving this area.

See response above.

Thank you for your
comment.

Stop people parking on the grass in lawns road.

In Lawns Road, lengths of
verge have been
reconstructed to allow
vehicles to park partially off
road. This would prevent
the Council or Police
penalising drivers who
park in this manner.
To extend waiting
restrictions up to Tree
Leaze would
inconvenience residents
and their visitors to an
unacceptable level.

Lawns Road has experienced increasing numbers of workers parking MonFri 9am-6pm since the Riverside development opened. Cars park daily along
the grass verges outside numbers 12 & 14 Lawns Road severely restricting
access to traffic wanting to access/exit Tree Leaze, Lawns Road & Orchard
Close.
On 21 July a badly parked car outside number 12 resulted in vehicles driving
down the pavement outside 12 & 14. The South Glos Community Transport
minibus was unable to get to the bungalows at the end of the road to collect
elderly/disabled people and after a couple of hours of vehicles beeping horns
and then driving along the pavement the Police arrived, they monitored the
situation for approx. 1 hour then left. The chaos continued all day as the
badly parked car did not leave the area until after 6pm.
Your proposal for 'No Waiting' restrictions outside numbers 2, 4 ,6 & 8 is
welcomed but does not consider the area outside numbers 12 & 14 (no. 10
has a dropped kerb therefore not affected). I would therefore urge you to
please consider extending the 'No Waiting at specified times/days' restriction
to include outside 12 & 14 up to the junction of Tree Leaze to alleviate the
constant obstruction caused by parked cars and to stop Yate shopping
centre workers using Lawns Road as a car park.
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See response above.

I welcome the proposed waiting restrictions for Lawns Road. Since the Yate
Shopping Centre Riverside development opened, there has been significant
increase in workers and shoppers parking in Lawns Road. What was once a
quiet side road has become an overflow car park for the shopping centre

See response above.

I have a particular problem with people parking on the grass verge outside
my house (12 Lawns Road). Constant parking on the grass verge damages
it, especially during winter making it unsightly. It can also make access to my
drive difficult. There have been occasions when parked cars on both sides of
the road has caused access problems for drivers. The police were involved
recently because of an inconsiderately parked car on the grass verge
outside my house. It caused severe access problems, forcing drivers to use
the footpath to get around this badly parked car.
On the plans for the proposed No Waiting (Mon-Sat 8pm-6pm) restriction on
the right hand (even numbered) side of Lawns Road ends at no. 8. I feel this
is too short and needs to be extended fully to the junction with Tree Leaze.
This will stop vehicles parking on the grass verges and stop the parking
problems experienced by the residents of Lawns Road. Failure to extend the
No Waiting restriction to the junction of Tree Leaze will only encourage
people to park on the grass verges, especially out side my house if no
restriction
Therefore, I hope you will consider my request to extend the No Waiting
restrictions to cover the road outside number 12 Lawns Road. I look forward
to my suggestion being considered and would appreciate any feedback on
this matter.
With regards to Lawns Rd I feel very strongly that the parking restrictions
should extend to the entrance of Treeleaze. At the moment cars park on
both sides of the road and often make it difficult to pass in a regular vehicle
but definately becomes impassable for emergency vehicles and council
vehicles eg refuse collection. If the restrictions stop where it is proposed then
the public will park outside my house and very close to the junction of
Treeleaze. This has in the past caused difficulty in us getting off our drive.
Perhaps the double yellow lines at Treeleaze junction should extend further
round the corner of Lawns Rd. Also maybe the restriction should be only on
one side of the road so ensuring good access for all at all times but again
extend it to Treelaeaze junction.
Please take time to reconsider and maybe visit Lawns Road on a Friday
which always seems to be the worst day for parking.
I am more than happy to be contacted if more information is required.
Thank you.

See response above.

Would the Council consider implementing further yellow lines on Lawns
Road up to the Treeleaze junction.

See response above.

I think this is an important scheme and am glad it has been raised, and with
Yate Shopping Centre permits for employees I feel this plan with have a
positive effect overall.

Thank you for your
comments.

Long Croft
I believe that the 2 car park should stay the same, or may be 8 hours stay as
there is lots of cafes and restaurants in Yate now, and if you meeting up for
shopping and lunch with friends you may need more then 4 hours.
Love Lane
There has clearly been no strategic planning over the past decades. The
Riverside development is an asset, but there is already insufficient parking
for the cnema complex. Why allow a fast food drive-in which will take away
even more parking spaces? Why have you given planning permission over
past years for the expansion of Tesco and more new retail units, when a
high percentage of existing units are empty? is this a cynical plan to run
down the older part of the Centre and demolish it? If so, the area could
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Town Planning issues are
beyond the remit of this
scheme.

provide parking spaces, but is that really the way forward?
Melrose Avenue
I do believe that similar markings are in place around The Ridge School and
Broadway but will need to be policed by someone, as must people don't
really pay any attenition as there are no consequences and no body has
been hurt yet. The situation with after school and other clubs is far from great
as people park on corner and grass verges etc. I have emailed The Ridge
school many times about this matter.

The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.

I like the proposal for Walnut Avenue, people are parking completely around
the cornors and it makes seeing oncoming traffic almost impossible.

Thank you for your
supporting comment.

Reducing time of car parks will only heighten the parking problems on the
roads. Police bad & dangerous parking better esp on broad way. Why can
the courts not be made into a car park?
Please send me a feedback report via email

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

As a resident of Melrose Avenue there is no doubt that the influx of traffic
coming in from parents of schoolchildren is a massive inconvenience to us,
particularly at school drop-off and pick-up times as the resultant queue up to
the traffic lights can mean a 10 minute wait to leave the estate and has in the
past made me late for work - this is made worse by the parking on Broadway
as those cars mean two lanes of traffic turning left and right at the lights is
not possible - an extremely frustrating situation currently so I am glad you
are addressing this - thank you.

Thank you for your
supporting comments.

If car parking is reduced from 12 hours to 4 hours where will those who work
in the shopping centre park? Do you plan to issue (many) more permits for
those who are unable to walk to work? I believe a 4 hour parking restriction
will also discourage people from visiting the town, a film and meal can easily
exceed this time , add in a trip to the shops as well and you'd be well over.
Why would visitors risk the fine when they can visit Cribbs etc eye and stay
all day for free?
The restrictions around The Ridge school are long overdue. Parents often
park inconsiderately and dangerously when dropping off and picking up their
children. Often there is no need for driving at all and those children could
easily walk or cycle to school which should be encouraged. Whilst parking
restrictions are undoubtedly needed I would question how they are going to
be enforced, I suspect many would ignore them

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I agree that the Ridge is being used more by the staff from the Bowling Hill
trading estate/businesses to park all day, I do not feel as a resident there
has been an increase in parking as a result of the Riverside complex being
opened. The main issue on the Ridge are the parents that drive their children
to Broadway Infants and the Ridge Juniors and park without any
consideration for the safety of the children or residents. The congestion at
school dropping off and picking up time is horrendous especially when the
weather is bad but there are already restriction markings outside the schools
which some parents blatantly ignore, unless you are going to police the new
restrictions I see no point in introducing them .

See comment above.

4 hour parking is not practical for the kennedy way car parks.
There are staff and customers that will need to park for longer than this for
work and events held in the leisure centre. This could have an adverse effect
on trade.
The car parks are not just used by the leisure centre, many staff from all the
companies in yate use this car park.
Unless other car parks are made available for staff to park in who work in
yate?
Are there any plans for the use of the courts? This area could be used for
extra parking or a multi story car park??

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
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Additional parking
provision is beyond the
remit of this scheme.

The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.

Additional car parking
provision is beyond the
remit of this scheme.
The Court car parks are
not owned or controlled by
South Gloucestershire
Council.

I'm concerned that the restrictions may result in pushing 'all day parkers'
further down residential roads, causing parking congestion for residents who
don't currently experience that issue.

The proposed yellow lines
are intended to improve
access for residents and
reduce obstruction by
inconsiderate parking.

Firstly if you stop parents from parking outside of Broadway School they will
just park further into the ridge (Firgrove Crescent and Melrose Avenue) and
further block the roads up. Your just moving the problem to somewhere else.
What you need is a car park by the school. This also applies to the parking
by St Marys School. With your proposals you are basically getting parents
and children to walk to school every pick up and drop off. Well that's all well
and good but what about parents that need to go straight to work from
school and don't have time to walk back home? And also what about days
when the weather is absolutely atrocious? The children will be soaked
through it they walk to school.
Also suggestions have been made about parking for example in the Leisure
Centre car park. Well again this can not always work. The car park has a
maximum 4 hour wait and I have known MANY people who have parked
there for less than 4hrs, left and returned again later and the car park
camera system has not recognised them leaving or returning and so as
issued a fine. I think this is massively unfair to fine parents for trying to take
their children to school. What you also need to remember is that many
children have after school clubs and need to attend the leisure centre later in
the evening for swim classes or gymnastic sessions. Plus parents attending
the gym. Also this is the same scenario for Tesco car park. If parents need
to go food shopping they can not return again later for fear of receiving a
fine.

The proposals will shorten
the existing parking
restrictions at the school,
therefore reducing the
likelihood of vehicles
relocating elsewhere in the
area.

I live in Melrose Avenue which is proposed to have a no waiting time around
the corners outside of my house. I in fact have adequate space on my drive
way to park my vehicles adequately but I am aware of lots of surrounding
houses in close vicinity, many of which are still Housing Association/Council
owned that do not have driveways at all and the tenants in the properties
have 2, 3 and as many as 4 cars with no driveways to park them on. Surely
the organisations that rent these houses out firstly should make sure that the
tenants they put in the houses are aware that there is no parking; and if this
is going to cause an issue then surely they should not rent them to them. I do
appreciate because there are many properties like this which cause a
parking issue but I don't particulary want a pair of yellow lines ruining the
asthetic look of my property and possibly even lowering its value. All
because my neighbours do not have driveways. Why should I bear the brunt
of my house being de-valued all because the housing association will not put
driveways in housing association houses.
Also I am not quite sure why the corner outside of my house as been
selected as I would also like to raise an issue if were all entitled to an
opinion. One road down from me, as you go into Jubilee Gardens on the
right hand side there is a Transit Tipper truck which parks there with two
wheels on the pavement so as that there is still space to get a car up the
road however you can no longer walk down the pavement safely and you
most certainly would not get a pram or a wheelchair through there. The
same applies to the houses along Melrose Avenue between Walnut Avenue
and Elmhurst Gardens. Weekends and evenings cars are always parked up
on the pavement, in the flower beds and on grass sections wherever they
can get. Again you can not safely get a pram or wheelchair through. So I
strongly suggest that if we are being penalised, these other locations must
also be done too.

The proposed waiting
restrictions were requested
to remove vehicles parking
and improve visibility at
this junction.

Very pleased to see the No Waiting plans for the junction of Walnut Avenue
and Melrose Avenue. The carriageways at this junction are regularly blocked
by incorrectly parked vehicles cause an obstructive hazard.
Thank you for actioning the work within this plan: I appreciate your trying to
reduce the impact on residents as you are.

Thank you for your
supporting comment.
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South Gloucestershire
Council are not
responsible for
enforcement matters in the
Tesco car park.

Would it be possible to also look at the parking on station road/bowling hill,
outside Jelf and Merlin?

Unfortunately the budget is
insufficient to consider
further requests for waiting
restrictions, these yellow
lines were revised recently.

My concern is that parents dropping & collecting children from the local
schools will just drive further into the estate causing problems in these roads

The main proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners,
therefore improving
visibility and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
and vehicles at these
locations.
The proposals at the
Broadway and Ridge
schools will shorten the
restricted parking and
therefore reducing the
likelihood of vehicles
relocating elsewhere in the
area.

Melrose Close
Householders, shoppers, business visitors, school staff, and visitors and
staff to the health centres will be greatly inconvenienced. The Riverside
scheme is a nonsense - all of the original parking area would have gone a
long way to alleviate parking problems
Merlin Way
Reducing the parking time at the Leisure centre car park will have negative
impacts on workers in the area. Most staff work more than 4 hours and there
are no long stay carparks in the area so staff will have to park in residential
streets nearby. Workplaces like tesco do not offer parking permits for staff
so this will be very detrimental to workers. Only solution would be to offer
worksrs a permit to stay longer.
Moorpark Avenue
in general for shoppers to yate 4 hours is sufficient - however shoppers rely
on staff being available to work in the shops that serve the community - what
consideration id given to create ample local long term parking for employees
Ridgeway
The double yellow lines by the roundabout on Ridgeway should continue a
little further up road due to the position of the fence on 3 Broadway. If you
are turning right or off Ridgeway onto Broadway You need to be well
positioned to see around the fence safely, and also children cross the road in
this area of the junction and visibility of them needs to be much clearer given
that a lot of them are smaller in height that the parked cars.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The proposals at this
location are to remove
inconsiderate parking on
corners, therefore
improving visibility and
allow safe movement of
pedestrians and vehicles.

I think there should be speed bumps along main broadway road this is very
dangerous to cross.
Drivers dont seem to slow down even when children crossing for school.
Lots of boy racers speed along this road often going over the roundabout
and in front of school.
Why has nothing been done.

The introduction of speed
reducing measures are
beyond the remit of this
scheme.

Agree with scheme but this will cause Ridgeway to be over congested with
cars. This is unacceptable. A plan needs to be but in place to prevent this
from happening.

The main proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners,
therefore improving
visibility and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
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and vehicles at these
locations.
The proposals at the
Broadway and Ridge
schools will shorten the
restricted parking and
therefore reducing the
likelihood of vehicles
relocating elsewhere in the
area.
School Walk
I live in School Walk and the roads aren't that wide and during the times
when parents/shoppers park in my road I have difficulty getting on my drive.
Also I have seen a particular person park opposite my drive who works in
Boswells and leaves her car there all day!
I would be great if something could be done about this!

Somerset Avenue
What about the St Marys Carpark, any restrictions envisaged here?

Stanshawe Crescent
I think 4 hours is enough for most people. However I think people who work
in the shopping centre should be allowed to apply for 12 hour parking
permits otherwise all day parking in surrounding areas will probably go up.

The proposals were
compiled from requests
received for waiting
restrictions, there have
been no requests for
restrictions here, and
unfortunately the budget is
insufficient to include
further measures, waiting
restrictions in School Road
would also inconvenience
residents to an
unacceptable level.

There are no proposals to
put restrictions on the St
Mary’s car park.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I think double yellows are great but how do you intend to enforce this the
ones in stanshawe crescent already are abused by staff on council buisness
who take lunch breaks in vehicles in this vicinity

The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.

these proposals are good in some ways but where are these car going to go
next that park up all day, it is very seldom I can park outside my own
gateway because of all day parkers, the proposed double lines proposed on
the junction of Cleeve Rd and Stanshawe Crescent will do nothing to ease
this which would have been nice if something could be done, by stopping it
one side they park the other side which is a bad corner and will cause a
accident before long, the whole of Stanshawe Crecent on the shopping
centre side should have limited parking to stop all day parkers

The main proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners,
therefore improving
visibility and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
and vehicles at these
locations.

I appreciate that you do not own all of the car parks, but restricting them all
to four hours when there are good shopping, gym, swimming, beauty,
restaurants, cinema and soft play facilities does not enable visitors to make
use of these. I have also heard that some staff are also restricted to four
hours parking despite their shift being longer - this just doesn't make any
sense. I expected the cinema car park to be a longer stay option but
reducing the other car parks will affect the businesses here and resident
parking.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

In terms of the parking restrictions around Stanshawe Crescent, I don't
object to the plans but do not think it has been fully considered. By restricting
the corner people will just park opposite, making the road a slalom that will
be impassable by emergency services and larger vehicles such as bin

The Council will continue
to monitor the parking
situation in Stanshawe
Crescent.
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lorries. We have already seen a number of accidents along our road due to
the bend in the road, people going too fast and parking inconsiderately. I
would ask that you consider extending the scheme to the side of the road
that runs behind lidl and the doctors surgery to ensure the existing crossing
point is safe enough to use. It will also need monitoring as people regularly
park on the double yellow lines at the end of Stanshawe Crescent to go into
Lidl and this again has caused chaos to other vehicles and pedestrians trying
to cross the road.
I welcome the restrictions on Sundridge Park as it is very difficult to see to
safely drive out of Stanshawe Crescent with so many cars parked in the line
of sight, but people do still need somewhere to park and will leave their car
wherever they wish. Just today I have seen cars parked in the middle of
crossings on double yellow lines so would ask that you give more thought to
this proposal to ensure the safety of pedestrians, cyclists and other drivers
whilst ensuring that businesses can still operate effectively.
Post office workers and people visiting the doctors surgery and shopping
centre block parking access to our house on a daily basis. Cars are bumper
to bumper blocking us in frequently. The gap in yellow lines outside our
property will only make the situation worse and we don't have the 1500
pound the council wants to drop the curb and turn the front garden into a
driveway like many in our street have done because of this problem. No
doubt these concerns will go unnoticed. Residents only on street parking
would be far more sensible.

The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.
The main proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners,
therefore improving
visibility and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
and vehicles at these
locations.
The main proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners, and
access roads in this area,
therefore improving
visibility and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
and vehicles at these
locations.
This area would not qualify
for residents parking.

since the new development parking on stanshawe crescent and surrounding
area has increased ten fold, everyday workers and shoppers are parking
there and leaving no space for the residents.
I would like to propose that the residents of 114 to 100 on stanshawe
crescent are allowed to have a drop kerb and off street parking to the land
outside there houses. This will not only aid in the parking problems the
residents have here but also the safety of the road and adjacent crossing it
also has a slight blind corner which has had may close calls even with the
speed limit.
As yate is developed and attracts more shoppers and workers these
problem for the nearby residents will only get worse so being allowed to use
the empty land outside 100 to 114 stanshawe crescent will help I am aware
it's public open space but I believe something has to be done to help and if
the residents are willing to pay then there is no cost to the council.

The Council has no policy
to provide new off street
facilities for residential
properties.

Restriction to parking times in car parks is going to put pressure on
residential streets surrounding shopping centre. There is not enough parking
spaces for all staff working there and residents are forced to park elsewhere
due to strangers coming to town and not being able to park in front of their
own house. Granted, these are public roads and not dedicated spaces but
surely this could be solved by providing adequate parking for staff without
further restrictions. Obviously, this is only a bother to those living by the town
centre but quite a challenge with two young children. Residents living around
these areas seems to have less right for parking than those coming to the
town.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Closing a well used car park that workers can park in will mean cars park in
side roads and outside our houses.
We would be happy with proposed plans if we could have drop curbs
installed and us able to park on our gardens instead of roadside which is
dangerous and hazardous to both cars and people when full of workers cars.
If we could drop our curb (like the other side of Stanshawe Crescent) this
would mean no cars on the roadside and no unwanted cars taking up
resident spaces. We have many cars that currently work at the post office,
Tesco and various shops and they block people in, park on corners and

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
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The Council has no policy
to provide new off street
facilities for residential
properties.
The proposals are to

leave there cars outside our houses all weekend!
Again if we had drop curbs and rubber matting to protect the grass this
problem would stop and would mean we all support your plans but at the
moment we can't support more parking by us.

remove inconsiderate
parking on corners, and
access roads in this area,
therefore improving
visibility and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
and vehicles at these
locations.

id like to know where the many workers of the shopping centre are supposed
to park if all car parks are reduced to 4 hrs when the average shift is 8 hrs.
Not all of us can walk to work like myself i have many collegues that are
going to be affected by this!

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I do not think this proposal is the answer to our traffic problem.
If you stop 12 hour parking how are residents going to get into Bristol or go
to hospital where parking is at a premium?
What we need is a PARK AND RIDE. we have the land we need to raise the
money. Our town is getting bigger more housing more cars, we need to look
at the infrastructure get the bus companies around the table to help plan to
get Yate moving.
Lets stop penalising drivers who because they live outside the area are
forced to drive into Yate.
we build more shops and a cinema to encourage them into the town but give
them nowhere to park.
Lets make Yate a place people want to come to give them the park and ride
they want and we need.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I am sure that there are people whose activity across the shopping centre
and NHS facilities may exceed 4 hours especially if including a meal. There
are regular walking groups and workers as well as others that park in the
Kennedy Way car park and also along Stanshawe Crescent for the day, so
as a resident I'm concerned that we will be unable to park outside our own
house. My husband has limited mobility and we need to drop off and pick up
at the front of our house on occasions as our private car parking is at the
rear. With all the private dropped kerbs that our neighbours have had put in
as unlike us they have direct front access , we are already limited for
availability of kerb side parking

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Whilst I agree with some of the areas i.e.parking on corners(although they
will park on pavements anyway Cleeve Road being notorious for it.)I don't
agree with reducing hours from 12 to 4,We are encouraging people into Yate
by having all these new shops ,and then discouraging them to come back by
not supplying adequate parking facilities !
I feel the sensible option would be a Park and Ride like so many other
places have.Yate is an up and coming place which I am very happy to live in,
new housing etc means more cars so we obviously need a better transport
infrastructure to accommodate our growing population !
Parking etc. is atrocious to say the least at our hospitals having a Park and
Ride would at least take the strain off this situation too.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

There is already a parking problem on STANSHAWE CRESCENT and in the
rank that I live in directly behind the old court car park - we struggle on a
daily basis to be able to park our own vehicles here as people use this as
'long stay' and staff especially from the post office and surgerys park their
cars here all day and park incredibly badly aswell (i have reported this to the
council - over dropped kerbs and over junctions over the white give way lines
and all 4 wheels on the pavement) - as a shift worker with a young child I am
constantly having to park else where and take my child much further away
than is justified from my own front door.

The proposals for
Stanshawe Crescent are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners and
across access roads to
allow safe movements at
these locations.

Our suggestion is that that you drop the kerbs outside numbers 100 to 114
and allow us to use the grassed area - with the special 'netting' put down to
allow us to park our cars outside our houses.
This will reduce the dangerous nature of the road - there are numerous

It would be inappropriate
for the Council to spend
Public funds to provide off
street facilities for
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school parties that use the road to cross over to the walkway to go the the
leisure centre - and often the sight down the road is obscured and people
drive down this road at high speeds.
It will also reduce your expenditure as you will no longer need to pay for the
cutting of the grass over these areas
Also with the probable development of the old court I can forsee even more
parking problems on these road and you need to consider the residents who
are already here and the already awful parking issues that already exist
before creating more issues by pushing the parking problems further into an
already full estate.

residential properties.
The proposals for
Stanshawe Crescent are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners and
access roads to allow safe
movements at these
locations.

I think it has been a long time coming, especially near schools. The
congestion caused by people dropping off and collecting children has been
dreadful. In my opinion speed limits are not adhered to, but I suppose that is
a separate issue.

Thank you for your
support.

Many thanks for your letter concerning the above subject. I wrote to you
concerning this problem we ?Iive on stanshawe crescent right behind lidles
we have cars that park outside our house that is okay. But my complaint was
that cars will park across the road from us as well and make it vertually
impossible for moving vehicles to see if the way is clear to over take the
parked cars so i suggested having a double yellow line down that side. I also
think that speed cameras should be brought back the speed along our road
and sundridge park is so dangerous there will be a lethal accident soon.
Thanking you.

The Council will continue
to monitor the parking
situation in Stanshawe
Crescent.

Wanted to express my concern on the car park timings going from 12 hour
to 4 hours in the Leisure Centre and Courtside car parks. We live opposite
the courtside car park and already have problems with parking by Yate staff.
They park on corners, blocking residents in and even leave there cars over
the weekend. If the car parks are changed this problem will multiply and
cause even more stress and issues for the residents. We normally are fully
supportive of our council but we cannot back this scheme which will cause
residents upset and concern. The other side of Stanshawe Crescent
currently have drop curbs and rubber meshing to protect the grass which
means they can park on there own gardens which keeps cars off the road
and stops people parking irresponsibly. If we kept the cars off the roadside
this would improve vision and safety to all users. I feel if this was an option
to us we would all happily assist the council with the new plans.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

We live opposite the courtside car park (Stanshawe Crescent) and already
have problems with parking by Yate staff. They park on corners, blocking
residents in and even leave there cars over the weekend. If the car parks are
changed this problem will multiply and cause even more stress and issues
for the residents.

See response above.

The proposals for
Stanshawe Crescent are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on the corners and
and across access roads
to allow safe movements
at these locations.
It would be inappropriate
for the Council to spend
Public funds to provide off
street facilities for
residential properties.

We normally are fully supportive of our council but we cannot back this
scheme which will cause residents upset and concern.
The other side of Stanshawe Crescent currently have drop curbs and rubber
meshing to protect the grass which means they can park on there own
gardens which keeps cars off the road and stops people parking
irresponsibly. If we kept the cars off the roadside this would improve vision
and safety to all users.
Station Road
What an utterly ridiculous situation. When planning the new Tesco, extra
shops and Riverside area, better parking should have been planned for. (A
multi storey parking area by Tesco and a bigger area for staff parking). It
was obvious that significantly more shoppers would be attracted to Yate and
more adequate parking facilities should be provided.
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Planning issues regarding
parking provisions for new
developments is beyond
the control of this scheme.

I think that it is probably a good measure to restrict access at most of these
locations, and reduce the parking time at the car parks named.

Thank you for your
comments.

But I worry that it will just push the problem to other places, for example I live
on station road near to Tesco, at busy times people park on station road on
the stretch between the willows and swan field, currently there are no
parking restrictions here, this does cause disruption and problems with the
turning to the shopping centre car park. Normally no one parks here, but I
am concerned that they will begin to if the parking time at the leisure centre
and Kennedy way is reduced.

Unfortunately the budget
for this scheme is
insufficient to consider
additional locations for
waiting restrictions.

This is just an example that I have noticed as I live so close and can see it
from my house.
I currently work at Circadian trust's leisure centre in Yate as well as multiple
other sites, meaning that it is to a major inconvenience not being able to park
my car in one location whilst I do a shift without trying to be charged. Also
this is massively unfair on people living in surrounding roads as they're
heavily congested by non-residents due to the public parking in and around
Yate being inadequate.
Sundridge Park
North of the shopping centre have been well catered for with parking
restrictions, what about sundridge park,? A main road &bus route

The Council will continue
to monitor the parking
situation in Station Road.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The scheme was compiled
from requests for
additional waiting
restrictions, there were no
requests regarding
Sundridge Park, and
unfortunately the budget
for this scheme is
insufficient to consider
additional locations for
waiting restrictions.
The Council will continue
to monitor the parking
situation in Sundridge
Park.

Whilst I agree in principle, I think the scheme has not gone far enough on
Sundridge Park. We have people parking on the street all day, not
necessarily shoppers but staff that work in the shopping centre. This goes a
long way down Sundridge Park on the right hand side from the shopping
centre and poses a problem when residents are unable to park outside of
their own homes. We have recently had a driveway put in so this is not a
massive problem for us now but our elderly neighbours have a massive
problem with it. There should be a waiting restriction all the way down
Sundridge Park although this will only work if it is monitored! We have lived
here for 19 years and parking has always been a problem but has got a lot
worse since the arrival of Wetherspoons and now Riverside.
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See comment above,

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The majority of proposed
waiting restrictions at these
locations are to remove
inconsiderate parking at
junctions where visibility is
obstructed.
Limited waiting restrictions
to remove long stay
parking may also have an
adverse effect on residents
and their visitors wishing to
park all day.

Swan Field
There is no mention of enforcement, will local authorities have additional
manpower to "police" these new restrictions, or will they rely on residents to
report infringements and possibly face abuse from culprits?
Viz. existing double yellow lines in front of Tesco Station Road are routinely
ignored yet never have I seen Parking Warden patrols especially during early
morning commuting hours.
Tesco contractor staff and bank staff/visitors often park in Swan Field,
presumably due to laziness, lack of staff parking spaces and four hour limit
in main car park - will restrictions apply to whole length of road or just the
area merging with Station a Road as indicated on plan?
There are occasionally cars parked on Station Road in front of Willow
Nursing Home - will parking restrictions be introduced there, too?

The proposed waiting
restrictions here are to
remove inconsiderate
parking at the junction with
Station Road and allow
safe entry and exit.
The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.
This section of Station
Road has no proposals for
additional waiting
restrictions

My concern is that the restrictions at end of Turnpike Close don't go quite far
enough.
Most people park on the left hand side going in, between the front entrance
to No.1 and the garage entrance to No.2. This is very dangerous as it is too
close to the entrance to The White Lion.

The proposals allow safe
access and egress to the
road, to impose further
restrictions would restrict
parking for genuine
visitors.

I believe the double lines should be on both sides as far as where the block
road starts, as you propose on the right hand side.
To date, constant parking in front of our house prevents access for visiting
relatives, friends, deliveries and tradesmen.
Reducing parking from 12 to 4 hours will drive more shopping centre
employees to park in neighbouring roads which has a negative impact on
local residents. No where in the scheme is accommodation made for
employee parking.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

As a Swan Field resident, there is already very limited on road parking for

The proposed waiting
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guests and the introduction of double yellow lines would make it non
existent. If suggested restrictions were completed, this would unfairly
penalise residents (here and in surrounding roads) who are already short of
parking in the vicinity and this would make things worse. A better solution
would be timed restrictions during the day but to remove these during the
evening/night when parking could be made available. Alternatively, a
residents parking permit could also be considered

restrictions here are to
remove inconsiderate
parking at the junction with
Station Road and allow
safe entry and exit.

All day parkers leave their vehicles right.over the entrance to Swan Field
blocking the dipped pavement for pram and wheelchair users. This also
blocks vision turning into Swan Field

See response above.

The Lawns
Resident telephoned to say that she was unconcerned about the proposals.

The Glen
I am a resident and neighbourhood watch leader for past 10years for The
Glen and today heard about this scheme for the first time and see closing
date is coming up! Why haven't of the residents of the Glen been informed?
We have no problems with all day parking of staff from yate shopping
centre.the main problem we have is people parking and blocking the
morrisons EMERGENCY EXIT GATES at the top of the Glen from their
carpark... when sometimes cars park after buying takeaways from
McDonald's from the drive thru opposite, then they throw litter out of their
cars. I would be pleased to discuss issues in THE Glen. A *Do not drop litter
*sign and *no blocking exit gates * signs would be appreciated to stop litter
being discarded here and/or no parking sign Infront of gates. We already
have yellow lines at first part of the Glen, I see no changes from that on the
plans.and none are needed.

This road would not qualify
for residents parking.

No individual issues were
raised.

There were no proposals
to change waiting
restrictions in The Glen,
this road was included to
put all town centre
restrictions on a new map
based Traffic Order.
The scheme was
publicised on the Council’s
web pages, and notices
posted throughout the
shopping centre.
The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.

The Ridge
I am aware that the council want to change the parking permits, meaning
that no one can park on the main roads of the ridge between the hours of
8am-6pm Monday through to Saturday. I am writing this email because I
don't think it would be beneficial, not only to myself but to other members of
the ridge itself. I live in the ridge and currently park my car outside my house
as there is no room on my driveway. Now I work 8-5:30pm Monday to Friday,
so the hours that want to be placed aren't affecting me too much, only that
when I get home at 5:45pm, I don't know where I'd park my car, and
between 8am and 6pm on a Saturday I would have to unnecessarily move
my car away from my home just to suit this potential permit, which I think is
unfair as I am a resident of the ridge. Could I suggest altering the hours of
permit,to not only suit myself but possibly be more helpful to residents, would
8-5pm Monday to Friday only be more beneficial? As a lot of people finish
work at around 5pm and a lot of people have weekends off, meaning they'd
need to park around heir home and/or have family/friends over to visit, and if
no one could park on the ridge i think it would clog up main roads or other
roads or streets nearby full of traffic as they have no other option but to park
there, which would then be unfair of residents in those particular areas.
Turnpike Close
what is going to be the knock on effect. My car park...
I would like to know what the council are going to do to prevent my car park
being Miss used by people that are not my customers that are already
parking here without permission before these extra parking restrictions have
been put in place. It will get a lot worse once these restrictions are in place.
Please can someone call me in regards to this. Possible remedies... Car
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The proposed No Waiting
Monday to Saturday 8am6pm on the west side of
Broadway will be removed
from the proposals to allow
some daytime parking.
The eastern restriction will
prevent congestion on the
approach to the traffic
signals.

The proposed yellow lines
in this area are to remove
vehicles obstructing free
movement in and out of
Turnpike Close and the
White Lion car park.

park attendant ? Business rate reduction ??
Enforcement of private car
parks is not carried out by
the Council.
The area in Turnpike close marked for no parking is never used for parking
anyway. However cars do park on the opposite side to those marked making
it very dangerous to enter or exit the road. Cars are forced on the wrong side
of the road and visibility is restricted. I have had many near misses with cars
leaving the White Lion car park and cars being forced onto the wrong side of
the road with no visibility as it is on a curve. It would be more helpful to have
restrictions opposite the pub entrance to allow clear visibility. People park
here all day whilst they are at work and it is a real problem.
There is also no pavement on parts of the street and pedestrians are forced
to walk in the road. Cars park alongside number 19 up to the entrance to the
pub car park also make it very dangerous.

The proposed waiting
restrictions are to remove
inconsiderate parking at
the junction with Station
Road and allow safe entry
and exit, additional
restrictions would reduce
parking for genuine visitors
to Turnpike Close
residents and their visitors.

The proposed restrictions for Turnpike Close are nowhere near sufficient.
People are constantly parking all down the street, all day, and clogging it up.
You have not proposed any restrictions to stop that. Your proposed
restrictions on the entrance to Turnpike are on a side of the road not often
blocked because the other side is always blocked. It looks like you are
putting restrictions around the worst offended areas rather than fixing the
current parking issues. Please consider something (yellow lines or,
preferably a sign) to stop people parking all into Turnpike Close. We get
shop-workers plus school mums (who tend to have no consideration for
anyone else) and we have even had cars left for months on end.

See response above.

Just as my wife also submitted :- The proposed restrictions for Turnpike
Close are nowhere near sufficient. People are constantly parking all down
the street, all day, and clogging it up. You have not proposed any restrictions
to stop that. Your proposed restrictions on the entrance to Turnpike are on a
side of the road not often blocked because the other side is always blocked.
It looks like you are putting restrictions around the worst offended areas
rather than fixing the current parking issues. Please consider something
(yellow lines or, preferably a sign) to stop people parking all into Turnpike
Close. We get shop-workers plus school mums (who tend to have no
consideration for anyone else) and we have even had cars left for months on
end

See response above.

My concern is that the restrictions at end of Turnpike Close don't go quite far
enough.

See response above.

Turnpike Close would not
qualify for a residents
parking scheme.

Most people park on the left hand side going in, between the front entrance
to No.1 and the garage entrance to No.2. This is very dangerous as it is too
close to the entrance to The White Lion.
I believe the double lines should be on both sides as far as where the block
road starts, as you propose on the right hand side.
I live in turnpike close and the yellow lines are a good idea but they are not in
the right place. Where they are on the map, no one parks there anyway.
They need to go all the way to the start of the bricks as the problem zone is
when people park on the left hand side of the road opposite the white lion
entrance. It forces drivers entering turnpike on to the wrong side of the road
with no viability of on coming traffic. I myself have had 3 close calls whilst
exiting and entering the street.

See response above.

Access and Exit to Turnpike Close and White Lion Car Park is restricted by
parked cars on junction with Station Road.

The proposed waiting
restrictions are to remove
inconsiderate parking at
the junction with Station
Road and allow safe entry
and exit.
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Where will people park who work more than 4 hours in Yate shopping
centre, will there be provision for them? Maybe 12 hour car parks should be
left as that to at least provide some parking for the employees?

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

By reducing the hours from 12 to 4 in the southern leisure centre and
kennedy way car parks you are simply making the problem worse. One of
the reasons for the consultation in the first place is due to the lack of hours
available to park in the shopping centre for people who work there so
therefore pushing them onto the local roads immediately opposite the
complex and the council want to make it worse by reducing these hours CRAZY!! As a council you should be looking to provide space for the
employees and in a safe area.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I live in Turnpike Close and I am fed up with people who work in the
shopping centre parking in our road throughout the week and Saturday. With
the proposed no waiting restrictions coming into place at the beginning of our
close this will push more cars into our already very busy close. The cars
parking opposite our driveway makes it very difficult to get on and off the
drive. Quite often requires a couple of shunts before getting onto the close,
especially if they have parked badly and with no consideration. Cars
sometimes are parked away from the kerb so therefore reducing the width of
the close considerably. At weekends it is now become difficult for children to
play outside as the traffic has increased and also obstructs peoples vision
either driving or as a pedestrian. During the week - the same cars used by
staff from Barclays and Corals park their cars in the close ALL DAY so
family, friends, visitors, delivery drivers find it very difficult to park in our close
who have come to see US. I have now got to the point where I park my car
on the side of the road to stop these lazy people parking here so my drive
then is available for visitors. There is Morrisons car park which is available
ALL DAY and they could park there.
The council knew the proposed plans from the shopping centre and knew
the limited parking available why on earth you never requested a multi storey
car park at the time of planning heaven knows!!!! This option is still not too
late - if you look at Asda Longwell Green they erected a multi storey car park
with success. Surely this is a better option as this will mean the shopping
centre can cater for everyone including staff and visitors. In the overflow car
park - the times were always unrestricted why has this changed. This could
easily be an area for employees to park.

The provision of additional
parking is beyond the remit
of this scheme.

Personally I believe the roads opposite the shopping centre and that have
been named in this consultation paper should be "residents parking only";
keep the 12 hour parking as it is for the southern leisure centre parking and
kennedy way; consider multi storey parking at the shopping centre; negotiate
with Morrisons to allow staff to park ALL DAY;

This area would not qualify
for a residents parking
scheme.

Ullswater Close
By restricting parking in the central area people who work in Yate and drive
will park away from the centre where there are no restrictions hence our road
and similar will have cars parked in their roads all day. Please don't meddle
or at least have one car park for workers where they can stay all day. Thank
you.
Walnut Avenue
I like the proposal for Walnut Avenue, people are parking completely around
the cornors and it makes seeing oncoming traffic almost impossible.
Walton Heath
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Parking here is unlikely to
change as a result of these
proposals.

Thank you for your
supporting comment.

The scheme was compiled
from requests for
additional waiting
restrictions, there were no
requests regarding parking
problems in Walton Heath,
and unfortunately the
budget for this scheme is
insufficient to consider
additional locations for
waiting restrictions.

Circadian Trust (Leisure Centre Facilitator)
A three page objection letter was received regarding the effect of reducing
the time limit in the car parks and how it would affect the running of the
Leisure Centre, its staff, events held there and visitor parking.
The letter is available if required.

Leisure Centre
I am very concerned ref the consultation taking place at this current time
about changing the 12 hr car park at Yate LC to a restricted 4hrs parking,
As we currently lease 22% of the Yate LC I am very disappointed my
landlord South Glos council has started the consultation with out making
contact with me to see what implications the reduction could have.
The detailed information submitted by the Gymnastics Centre Manager,
showing the volume of events at the Gym and how the business would be
affected, is available for scrutiny if required.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
There will be discussions
to consider leisure centre
parking issues.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
A meeting has been held
with the Leisure Centre,
Shopping Centre and
Circadian Trust, the issues
were discussed at length.

In view of the major concerns that have been expressed by my colleagues at
the Leisure Centre and I feel sure, by many other employees in the area,I
would be most grateful if you would pass on our concerns to Steve Evans.I
cannot emphasise enough the difficulties that we would all encounter in
finding alternative parking for more than 4 hours and the safety issues that
would arise should female employees be forced to park further afield,
particularly on evening/night shifts. Perhaps you could ask exactly where we
are all supposed to park and what possible reasoning is behind this ludicrous
and ill thought out decision.If it is to provide more customer parking in order
to generate more revenue, this is completely counter productive as there
would be no staff to to serve them as they would be too busy trying to find
somewhere safe to park! A reduction to 6-8 hours parking would perhaps be
a more acceptable compromise?

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Where are all my staff supposed to park for there shifts, all shifts are over
4hrs and can't just get up and leave.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I organise all the events we hold at the leisure centre and we will lose them if
they cannot park for longer than 4 hours. It affected us massively when the
shopping centre side went to 4 hours so this will kill any business. They not
only use the shopping centre but stay in local B & B's and spend money in
the local shops so we will lose out all over. Many staff leave on their own late
and if anything was to happen due to not being able to park close I am not
sure how people would feel.
Restricts the streets but leave our car park as it is.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The 12 hour parking allows for local businesses to provide parking for their
staff and leisure centre customers. Restricting this to 4 hours, will result in
increased pressure when recruiting new staff from outside of the Yate area
and reduce the numbers of customers using the leisure centre.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
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I am a staff member at Yate Leisure Centre and i strongly disagree with this
proposal, my shifts start at 6am in the morning and my working hours are 10
hour days, this would mean I have to park my car 3 separate times in 3
different places, this applys to many of the staff i work with also. I am unable
to leave the reception desk and shouldn't have to move my car multiple
times mid shift. I agree we have parking issues in Yate but I strongly feel that
this is not at all a good solution to our problems.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

As an employee of Yate Leisure Centre I am strongly against this proposal. I
work on a shift basis (shifts are longer than 4 hours!) which means some
days I will start work at 6am or finish at 10pm. In the job role I am in I cannot
leave the building mid shift to move my car! I also think it is not safe at these
times of day for a person to have to walk in the dark to their car. I agree that
Yate does have a big car parking issue however I strongly feel this will make
the problem even worse.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

As above, Yate Leisure Centre Custumers struggle to park, a 4 hour limit
may help reduce unnecessary people parking. But consideration needs to
me made for special events and staff.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

To restrict the car parks to 4hrs will mean we will not be able to hold events
and competitions at the Gymnastics centre, this brings in much needed
revenue not only to the Gymnastics Centre but also surrounding business ie:
Hotels, B&B restaurants pubs and other eateries.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Also we have 24 staff who work more than 4hr shifts 99 times a week, where
will these staff park, public transport is not an option as we trade from 09.00
to 21.00 7 days a week, I fear we will lose staff and if this happens we will
have to cancel classes and therefore possibly have waiting list for classes
and not being able to have classes available for all members of the
community.
I am extremely concerned! I run a Beauty and complimentary therapy
business from Yate leisure centre. There are 12 therapists and only I live in
Yate, the other therapists travel from as far as Clevedon often with a
suitcase full of equipment, we work until 8pm in the evening therefore it
would be impossible for them to get here by public transport! Where will we
park all day?? Now that the overflow car park has been re-developed there is
already a large lack of spaces for staff to park, if these plans go ahead I am
literally at a loss as to where we could park??
Also my daughter attends Yate international gymnastics centre within Yate
leisure centre, she trains 5 days per week, it is a fantastic local facility and
the club often hold competitions and shows which run well over 4 hours, this
would be impossible for them to do in future if these restrictions take place...
We do undoubtedly need the current long stay car parking to remain, or a
new long stay car park to be built locally.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

It is beyond the remit of
this scheme to provide
additional off street parking
facilities.

I work on the leisure centre and work longer than four hours for each of my
shifts. In the day walking and cycling are another option however when I
finish a shift at 10pm I would not feel safe enough to walk home at this time.
I know that I am not the only employee that feels this way.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I have been a gymnastics coach at yate gymnastics centre for about ten
years teaching both mainstream and disability children. The change from 12
hrs to 4 hrs may mean that I have to quit this job which I enjoy and believe to
be a useful service to the community.
My shifts are longer than the proposed 4 hr limit which would mean parking
some distance away and can on a regular basis finish after dark, I am very
worried about having to walk back this distance on my own.
During my short break I have to pick my daughter up from school in wick and
then return back to work in yate, this is only just achievable and with the
extra walk back to my vehicle would be impossible.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
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There are no buses from Doynton to yate and I cannot afford a taxi so you
see the 12 he limit on the car park is essential for me to be able to continue
working
I work at the leisure centre and parking is already a nightmare!! Staff work
way longer than 4 hrs so what r they supposed to do. Staff work from 6am til
11pm at night and in the winter it is v dark. Where r they supposed to park?
Morrisons? We don't have a park and ride to use that I've noticed!!!! It's
crap!!

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Surgery
Where will the staff park who work at the surgeries all day? The reason the
side roads are full up is because of the lack of all day parking at Yate
shopping centre. Reducing the parking time at Kennedy way and leisure
centre car parks will make the situation worse.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I work at the shopping centre (Kennedy Way Surgery) for 6 hours a day.
there would be nowhere for any of our staff to park if this went ahead.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

West Walk Surgery
I have grave concerns about these proposals which will significantly impact
on people working in Yate. Currently there is nowhere else for employees to
park for the day and this will have an impact on people keeping their jobs in
the town. This will surely have consequences with productivity in Yate.
Please reconsider at least the proposal to allow people to park all day in the
leisure centre/council car parks

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Citizens Advice
I don't agree with reducing the parking time to 4 hours at the leisure Centre
Parking. This is one of the very few places that workers can currently park all
day and is very much appreciated. If this scheme goes ahead it will result in
many more people like myself driving around Yate every lunchtime to try to
move our vehicles. There will be more traffic on the roads which will increase
risk for pedestrians and road users alike. It will also result in higher levels of
pollution and poorer air quality, having an adverse affect on the longer-term
health of local residents.
Most days when I am in Yate working I use the local shops on by lunch
break and often after work as well so am actively trying to support local
businesses.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I would propose another option could be to reduce the parking time from 12
to 8 hours or to introduce car parking charges where the first four hours are
free and a small charge introduced for parking longer than 4 hours.
One Stop Shop
We note the consultation and support the principles of the consultation to
improve safety around the local school and to increase parking provision
within the shopping centre.
We do have one minor point to raise. We have assumed that within the
carpark that a small handful of spaces will be out of scope of this
consultation and retained for OSS staff use and be available to park all day
(in excess of 4 hours), similar to that what has been agreed with the library
service. From the plans it appears as though the library service have
retained there spaces so naturally we have assumed that a similar approach
will be granted to OSS staff. If this isn’t the case please let me know.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Parking spaces south of
the Library are not in the
control of South
Gloucestershire Council
and will therefore be
unchanged.

Responses from other residents of Yate
Bader Close
I have often been waiting in both the doctor's surgery and health center for
more than 4 hours.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Badgeworth
The disabled access is awful. Please place yourself in a chair for a day and
try to get around! Since when has Yate been all about penalties? I love living

Thank you for your
comments.
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in Yate and what Yate has here. Yate is for the community and a great
FAMILY area. Stop being pushed around by penalty charges to make
money. Think of your constituents!
Barkers Mead
I believe the local resident streets should all be restricted as its not only
shoppers causing this parents of children in ST marys school park in the
outlying streets then go off to do there shopping.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

As an active gym member I can easily stay over 4 hours in the leisure centre
so would prefer the 12 hour availability.
Both my wife and I work at the Leisure Centre, and our shifts vary between 6
- 10 hours per day including weekends. Should the need arise to walk from
home this would take 30 minutes each way and not always convenient given
the time and weather. We also leave the Leisure Centre at irregular times to
visit other centres in our South Glos area to carry other duties, thus not
always returning home during normal business hours (i.e. 9am- 5pm). I
believe walking this distance at night and in the winter months would leave
us at risk. Our proposal would be for the Council to offer parking permits for
the Leisure Centre staff that would exceed 4 hours.
Bennetts Court
It is noted that Bennett's Court is not included in the scheme. For years the
Residents Association have complained to Sth Glos Council about staff from
local company's (Jelf & Merlin) using the road for staff parking. This creates
safety issues as the road is relatively narrow and has two blind corners. The
number of cars often parked Monday to Friday between 08.30 and 17.30
prevents/restricts residents visitor access along with creating significant
problems for residents entering and exiting their property's by car. Access for
workmen and delivery staff can also be difficult. We have long requested a
limited parking scheme to be created in the road and the fear the residents
now have with the proposed new scheme is that more vehicles will use
Bennett's Court and other local roads creating even more hazards and
annoyance to residents. Sth Glos Council are respectively requested to
include a restricted parking scheme for Bennett's Court in the Yate Town
Council Waiting Restriction Review.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The proposed waiting
restrictions are to remove
inconsiderate parking at
junctions and allow safe
movements for
pedestrians and vehicles.
The budget for this
scheme is insufficient to
include additional requests
for waiting restrictions, this
area was reviewed recently
and waiting restrictions
revised.
Any changes to parking
behaviour as a result of
these proposals will be
monitored.

Blackberry Close
There needs to be more adequate parking for the parents of st marys
school. Not all parents are able to walk to and from the school due to work
commitments ect. The only option is to park on church road or surrounding
streets as the shopping centre car park does not always have sufficient
parking available.

Blaisdon
Restricting parking on surrounding roads is ok as long as householders can
still park. Equally why restrict parking to four hours then build a huge
infrastructure that encourages people to stay longer? Sports centre, library,
cinema, lots of good shops. What happens at Christmas when you might
easily spend hours shopping, then eat. The reason for four hour limit was to
stop using car parks as park n ride. But it does seem more like a system to
raise money. Who gets the fine money? Car park company or centre
management?

The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are to prevent
obstruction of the narrow
road and approach to the
traffic signals.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

What are people that work in the shopping centre meant to do

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

As an employee of Yate Leisure Centre myself and my team work atleast 5

Car Parks, see Council
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hour shifts daily, some starting at 7am and some finishing at 9.30pm. Whilst
I live in Shireway and the walk is only 20 minutes to work as a manager I
carry folders/laptops/lunch/stock etc to and from work most days therefore
could not walk in. My main concern would be my staff who come from further
away to work who wont be able to park anywhere near the centre, i can only
imagine they would be told to park in Riverside which is a long walk to and
from the car and during winter these walks will be dark, walking past
weatherspoons (lots of drunk people) alone leading to a tree covered walk
way to the back of Tesco car park (Full of teenagers hanging around) which I
myself would never feel comfortable doing let alone asking my staff to. I
agree fully that there need to be restrictions on the surrounding areas in
residential areas as if i were to ever purchase a house in a similar location i
wouldnt enjoy fighting for a space by my own house however we only already
have the smaller side of the surrounding Leisure Centre car parks available
for us to park in (Along with all other staff working that side of Boswells)
Without similar green lines for staff only as Tesco car park have adopted I
dont see any other reasonable option for staff to park in both the Leisure
Centre and surrounding shops.

Response Notes above.

I frequently spend longer than four hours after using leisure centre I have a
shower lunch then do my shopping do you propose I stop what I am doing to
move my car? Will you scrap parking fines if we prove we have been using
leisure and shopping centre facilities like the owners of the shopping centre
do?? What about the all day events the leisure centre hold Will traveling
visitors be given a free pass for the day?
I don't blame local residents for wanting to keep their streets quieter
I do however feel for those who work in yate if you travel to work in the
leisure centre where do u park?? Will you provide space for them like Tesco
do ??
Makes me wonder if this is purely a money making scheme!!
Feedback would be appreciated

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Having all the car parks by Yate Shopping Centre I feel is to much of a
restriction & unfair on local people having to work there. Giving them no
choice to either having to walk to work if they are close or using public
transport which is not always convenient times. I think if this affected yourself
you would not have this restriction!

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I use this car park on a daily basis as my daughter attends the yate
international gymnastics club , we are sometimes there for up to 8 hours at a
gym comp and the only place in yate you can park over 4 hrs

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Blenheim Drive
People should not be being penalised for trying to earn a living and going to
work, its bad enough that the shopping centres greed already does this
Bredon
with my child attending Broadway infants from September and me working in
the shopping centre I require full days parking in the 12 hour car park. As a
single parent working full time it would be impossible for me to drop her to
school and get to work for 9. I would be parking in yate and walking her to
school which wouldn't be possible from my house. The car would remain in
the car park until 5pm
I understand the frustration around people who work in the shopping centre
using the car park but for some people this is essential
why have the council not considered parking passes which would allow all
day parking for people working there ? I feel that this would even be
accepted by employees if they purchased some form of season ticket
displayed in the car which would allow all day parking. even in any car park
?. to not have any facility is absurd
Where are people supposed to park all day? It will only push people to the
next streets. No where to park over four hours anywhere. Why not have
some free parking then pay for additional hours. This will kill Yate. Why can
people not park in these streets? Makes no sense. Doesn't bother me I will
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

walk. It will affect people enjoying a day out. Where do staff of the shops and
leisure centre park if they live further afield and not on a bus route? More
thought needed.
Broad Lane
Need more official parking as proposals may push all day parking further
afield. And staff must park somewhere.
Why 4 hours. At least 6 would be better. The shopping centre and
surrounding area are highly populated with limited parking as it is why restrict
it even further.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The shopping centre in constantly expanding and providing entertainment
which when added to a basic shopping trip can increase your time there.
Also with regards to the doctors surgery I have 3 children I have had to in the
past book multiple appointments in 1 day. With the no return in 6hrs I would
have to use the car park twice and I would then be breaking the new rules.
4 hours is not long enough for people to spend the day or even half the day
at the shopping centre/leisure centre. When you go to the gym/for a swim,
and then want to eat and shop afterwards, 4 hours soon disappears. Also,
events are held at the leisure centre, where are people supposed to park
who are attending those events? This proposal will likely see an increase in
people parking in the surrounding residential areas without waiting
restrictions.
Brookthorpe
There needs to be long stay parking for staff who work in the shopping
centre - not everyone is able to walk to work or use public transport.
The action on school time restriction is a good idea though I have concerns
that the people who already park in an inconsiderate or dangerous way will
do the same thing just outside of the zone - making more problems for
residents.
Cabot Close
You seem to have missed more frequently used roads such as those off
Scot Way. These are becoming increasingly used as the new alternatives for
Yate and cause residents problems.
Why not provide resident parking permits and general times that only
residents can park?

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Cabot Close has been
consulted, it is proposed to
implement double yellow
lines at its junction with
Scott Way. Week day
observations have
indicated no other roads in
this area to be
encountering difficulties
with parking.
This area would not qualify
for a residents parking
scheme.

Cambrian Drive
I work at Yate leisure centre and my shifts are four and a half hours long,
with proposals to reduce to four hours would mean we would have to find
alternative parking which would be very difficult. I wish for the car park to
remain at 12 hours maximum.
Canterbury Close
If I'm honest, I believe the increase in parking in residential streets has a lot
to do with the new housing in the area. Whilst I welcome the expanding
community and believe it is good for us overall, unfortunately set backs like
this are inevitable. I don't believe reducing the parking limits in the Leisure
Centre and Kennedy Way car parks will help, rather I think it may even
exacerbate the situation. The 4 hour parking limit around the shops is not
well received and inevitably will contribute to people finding alternative
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

options. I would be concerned that the proposals would harm the businesses
in the shopping centre as limited parking will deter shoppers. That said, I live
further down on Church Road and it is frustrating when people park outside
of St Mary's as it's a small road so I do back the general idea. Personally I
think we need unlimited parking and perhaps even an additional car park for
the shopping centre to keep up with the increasing demand.
My children go to St Marys school 9 times out of 10 we walk to school.
However their are time when I need to pick up the children on my way home
work. I do not have enough time to go home and then walk to school . I
understand parking is an issue. Maybe a restricted waiting time so we can
grab and go. We used to use the lawn pub car park which meant cars were
off the road but as its private property this has had to stop. Which I think is a
shame . Reference to restricting Kennedy way / leisure centre car park to 4
hours. On a regular basis I exceed 4 hours and have to see the security
officer to explain we have done two lots of children's swimming lessons,
library and shopping. So this 4 hours restriction is ridiculous anyway.

The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are to prevent
obstruction of the narrow
road and approach to the
traffic signals.

There should be no parking along church road right up to the traffic lights on
the bridge. When parents park it restricts the road to single lane traffic which
causes severe problems when you get to the lights

See waiting restrictions
comment above.

I think that the area that allows parking outside St Mary's school on Church
road should be extended some more to enable a couple more cars to park. I
agree that there should be limitations to parking near to the traffic lights,
because this is the main cause of traffic problems at times around school
drop-off/pick-up.

See waiting restrictions
comment above.

By reducing the parking here too much, cars will instead be more likely to
park at the Lawns, which the school and pub do not allow.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Some parking on Church Rd is required for parents/grandparents/children
etc who have mobility issues, because there is literally no other parking
available close to the school. Changing parking regs will not alter the fact
that parents who need to drive to drop off children, whether for distance,
mobility or logistical reasons, will still drive to school.
Reducing/elimination parking on Ch Rd. entirely will only force the problems
on to other side streets or impact the pub car parks.
Preventing parking near the Ch Rd. lights is very important to do for
traffic/safety, but eliminating parking totally (because home owners on Ch Rd
have objected?) is facile - these people chose to buy a house opposite a
school, so some traffic and parking at these times of the day should be
expected (I would know having previously lived close to Raysfield School). I
hope these concerns are considered.
Cesson Close
For people that work in the leisure centre or in surrounding shops there is a
need to park for more than 4 hours at a time as shifts tend to be a minimum
of 4 to 4 and a half hours at a time. Also, if people do live closer and could
walk, they may need to drive due to going on to run errands afterwards nd
also for people working unsociable hours such as starting at 6 and finishing
at 10.
Chalford Close
One concern re Sundridge Park rd is school staff and parents park here. If
they can't, then they will park on St Briavels, Highworth and other local
streets. All you will be doing is moving the issue a few streets along. Schools
need to sort their parking out for staff and there needs to be patrolled
parking wardens to ensure sensible safe parking.
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There will be
approximately 48 metres
of unrestricted parking
adjacent to the school.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The proposals do not
include additional waiting
restrictions on Sundridge
Park, the proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on the corners and
allow safe movements at
these locations.

If you buy a house near a school, you should expect this kind of parking. I
have to leave straight from school drop off to get to work and when i finish
work, i have very limited time to get to the school. I do not have time to park
at the shops and walk across to the school. If i did, i would but i truly don't.
Chatterton Road
I don't agree that we need to make parking more restricted in Yate. I don't
see any evidence of problems in a day to day basis walking around Yate.
The only problem I have is parking in the shopping centre which is always
busy.

Thank you for your
comments.

The proposed 4 hour
waiting time in the car
parks will provide
additional short term
parking for visitors to the
shopping centre.

I think that if Yate wants to keep businesses in the area then making it
impossible for employees to park is not wise.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Furthermore, if you stop parking on a number of these roads then you will
push the parking into residential roads which is very unpopular and causes
no end of disputes and includes the police being called for pointless reasons.

The main proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners and
allow safe movements at
these locations.

The proposals at Broadway seem excessive - where do you think people will
park instead? Furthermore, people driving in this area should be doing so
slowly and parking aids traffic calming.
If people are parking unsafely then there are other powers that can be used
to manage this.

The proposals for
Broadway are being
considered as part of this
consultation.

Chedworth
I THINK IT WILL JUST MAKE ROADS SLIGHTLY FARTHER AWAY WITH
THE SAME PROBLEMS YOU ARE GETING NOW.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
The main proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners and
allow safe movements of
pedestrians and vehicles
at these locations.

I agree parking isn't safe but the problem over the school drop off and pick
up times won't be solved just moved further along residential roads.

Cherington
Cutting the 12 he parking to 4 hrs parking is ridiculous. How are workers at
the many businesses in Tate shopping centre supposed to work. If you work
more than 4 hrs a day you won't be able to park near your place of work.
What about childcare needs, need for a car. Not everyone can get a bus, car
share or walk to work. Why penalise people for working.
Colesborne Close
while locals should be able to park with ease they can not because there is a
lack of parking. we need park and ride which could bring people into yate
and also into bristol. It would ease parking and Yate might not come to a
stand still.
time can't be reduced as getting to yate as coming to Yate by other means is
almost impossible. Trains are over full and buses are not much better and
times on both are a joke
Corbett Close
I think that reducing the 12 hour parking is outrageous, many people use the
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The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are proposed to
prevent obstruction of the
narrow road on
approaching the traffic
signals.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Provision of Park and Ride
facilities are beyond the
remit of this scheme.

Thank you for your
comments.

Car Parks, see Council

Lesiure Centre for all day tournaments and events and require 12 hour
parking! Yate Shopping Centre is also changing and is becoming an
entertainment hub as well as just a shopping centre, this means people are
parking up, going to the cinema and then for a meal which will require
parking for more than 4 hours! I believe that investment in more parking is
the way forward for Yate Shopping Centre and this will attract more people
and business to Yate and will provide solid infrastructure for the long-term
future and will allow Yate to expand.
Cornwall Crescent
I support restrictions for the poor residents however , by r wtr Dying the
leisure centre from 12 to 4. Hours where do u suppose you park if you have
a 6 hour shift ???

Response Notes above.

Provision of Park and Ride
facilities are beyond the
remit of this scheme.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

You must provide long term parking for people working in Yate centre.
Driving therm onto the side streets because car parks only allow 4hrs is not
good enough. Also someone doing their shopping, going onto the cinema
and then having a meal afterwards could easily exceed 4hrs. You must find
adequate long term parking (eg. park and ride) or you will kill local
businesses.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

No 12 hour parking is disgraceful for workers of the shopping centre. I work
between badminton road and the shopping centre and already struggle to
find adequate safe parking. Where do you suggest workers now park? You
have restricted parking on the Ridge which is acceptable due to unsafe
parking around the school site but Why have restrictions in walnut avenue?
The issue with the ridge is as you come around the bend once you enter
Melrose avenue. People park on the bend to use the school/shops.
Extremely dangerous, no consideration for residents trying to access their
driveways

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Cramham
The old court over the road from the leisure centre should be made into
multi-storey parking dedicated to workers of yate at a small charge and
problem solved

Why has this consultation not been more widely advertised given its
significance? Why only online responses accepted - that discriminates
against those who don't have access and wish to voice their opinions.Where
are people who work in the shopping centre supposed to park - clearly there
will be many who work in excess of a 4hour shift!!! Such a badly thought out
proposal - is this the best that South Glos can do.

The main proposals are to
remove inconsiderate
parking on corners and
allow safe movements of
pedestrians and vehicles
at these locations.

Provision of additional
parking facilities are
beyond the remit of this
scheme.
The proposals were
advertised on the Council’s
consultation web pages,
residents directly affected
received a letter, and
notices were posted
through the Shopping
Centre and car parks. All
of these explained how the
Public can request a paper
copy of the consultation
questionnaire by post.
Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Cranleigh Court Road
I work atActive & my shifts include working late, as a female I feel that not
having my car parked near by & having to walk further to my car can make
me feel extremely vunrable. I believe the car park by the Leisure Centre
should be restricted to staff only. As all of my shifts are well over 4 hours &
mainly start at 7.15am or finish at gone 10pm I need parking where my car is
close by so I'm am not put at any unnecessary risk to my safety by walking
alone at night. If for any reason my shift has been under 4 hours then I
always park in the main car park anyway. Morrisons & B&Q will also have no
choice but to follow suit because they will have all the over 4 hour cars
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

parked in their shippers car park. I think the idea to reduce the parking limit
for the remaining two car parks is really not a good idea at all, please reconsider.
Crowthers Avenue
I do not agree to the car park changes, 12 hour parking is needed for the
area, also i think the new complex which is only 4 hours, need to be
changed, if you were to shop, get something to eat and catch a film, you
would more than likely get a parking ticket. Surly you are suppose to be
encouraging people to come and spend their money, but all you are doing
with these restrictions are driving people to places like Cribbs Causeway
where parking is free, so good on them for getting it right, and thinking of the
community and the consumer. Come on South Glos get it right.
Dorset Way
Church Road outside St Mary's school has become very difficult and
dangerous due to inconsiderate parking near the traffic lights. I welcome any
measures that protect children near schools (and the lollipop lady). I have
witnessed lots of dangerous parking and the area around St Mary's school is
an accident waiting to happen.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are proposed to
prevent obstruction of the
narrow road and approach
to the traffic signals.

St Mary's church car park will become more congested as a result of more
restrictive measures being put in place in the surrounding area. Suggest
marked bays are put in place in addition to no parking markings to stop the
car park being blocked up during the school run which is a serious safety
hazard. Also more pressure will be placed on Lawns car park during the
school run which is already an issue for the owners. Will the school run
parking issue now not move to Canterbury close and surrounding area?
Should parking measure be introduced to this end of the traffic lights on
Church road as well? Has there any proposal for alternative parking for the
school run?

See comment above.

The proposed reduction in maximum parking time to four hours in the central
car parks would adversely affect people who work in the services such as
the Health Centre who need to park during the working day with no
alternative provided other than to perhaps increase the likelihood of parking
in residential streets. Many of the staff who work in the area travel some
distance to their work, too far to walk or ride bicycles and in most cases,
public transport is not available as an alternative. These staff members are
excluded from the provision of staff parking within the shopping centre car
parks.
Following the closure of Frenchay hospital, local residents who now need to
visit Southmead and find parking at that hospital problematic - sometimes
impossible, use these car parks to park whilst using the bus service to
Southmead. Four hours would be unlikely to provide sufficient opportunity to
use this service.
Until such time as the long promised park and ride facility for Yate, originally
promised, I believe, for the site now occupied by the new South
Gloucestershire Council offices comes to fruition, to reduce the time in these
car parks would disadvantage many people and is likely to lead to more
indiscriminate residential street parking in the district.
The proposal for parking restrictions to be extended in Church Road does
not take into account the needs of people attending weddings or funerals at
St Mary's church. The main congestion in this road, is caused by parents
parking - sometimes injudiciously, at school times and it is accepted that this
not only results in heavy congestion at these times but increases the risk of
accident or injury. However, perhaps consideration should be given to
prohibiting parking at these peak times when the risk is greatest. I regularly
use this road and there is very little problem outside of school dropoff/collection times. Certainly there are no problems during the school
holidays! Alternative short-term parking for parents dropping off or collecting
children from St.Mary's C of E school can usually be found in the car park
adjacent to McDonalds.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
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Edgeworth
You decided to cash in on the car park instead of building the cinema
complex elsewhere you decided to attract more traffic to the area.
Now you expect us to pay for it. Six hours should be sufficient to deter day
parkers without putting stress on people using the facilities
Going to the gym or a swim, doing some shopping and having lunch should
be a stress free experience, not one spent with one eye on the clock

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Many people will be left stuck due to work purposes in the shopping centre.
No other car park is longer than 4 hours which personally I think is ridiculous
as sometimes 4 hours isn't enough to do shopping and having food etc.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The proposed limitations from 12 to 4 hour parking will greatly impact on
many levels, will there be the ability to pay for longer parking due to all day
events at the Sports Centre. There are times when 4 hours is not long
enough, if your visiting the hairdressers, meeting friends for coffee and
shopping at the same time, the introduction of the sandpit during school
holidays means many parents may find they spend longer than 4 hours on
the shopping centre. Things are not helped by the none return with 6 hour
policy.
Also the 12 hour parking allowed those that work within the shopping centre,
sports centre and various offices etc... to park, what will happen to them as
many compute in from outside areas.
Perhaps no charge for 4 hours, but ability to pay for longer should be
consider, aware that we do not want computers to Bristol paying for long stay
parking.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Eggshill Lane
It seems there will be nowhere to leave a car and use public transport
whenever one needed to be away for more than 4 hours. I thought you
wanted to encourage the use of public transport
Elmore
4 hours really is not enough time for you to do everything at the shopping
centre without feeling that you have to be rushing. If you have children at
swimming lessons, you get something to eat and then do a weekly shop that
can easily take the 4 hours. The restrictions on the leisure complex is
already tight if you want to watch a film and go out for dinner. If you really
need to restrict the time limits wouldn't it be better to allow 4 hours free
parking and then allow for people to pay and display for longer for a small
charge rather than receiving automatic fines which is the case now?
so much for public transport.The parking in the Yate area to allow me to
catch a bus to bristol is non existent.I live in Wickwar and need to drive to
Yate to use public transport.
It seems that a cinema and fast food outlets take preference.So I will have to
use my gas guzzling car to Bristol as will all other residents in Wickwar.
Finch Road
Reduction in time yes to 4 hours no I think realistically 6 hours would be a
more reasonable time limit
Parking as it is draws in a lot of extra business from surrounding villages. 4
hrs not long enough to shop plus lunch. Leisure centre has multiple
fascillities and also needs more time. These restrictions will kill business.
Disgraceful this proposal is not better advertised and should NOT be
confined to the computer as it will affect many elderly who may not be on
line. There are more than 100,000 drivers over 80 years old remember.
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
The proposals were
advertised on the Council’s
consultation web pages,
residents directly affected
received a letter, and
notices were posted
through the Shopping
Centre and car parks. All
of these explained how the
Public can request a paper

copy of the consultation
questionnaire by post.
I can understand trying to stop all day parking in residential streets and I am
all for this but it makes no sense to also restrict responsible users who park
in either car parks at Kennedy Way and the leisure centre in order to go to
work in the shopping centre. By restricting the allowed time, it will make the
street parking problem worse, not better. This hasn't been well thought
through!

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Frome Road
I work at the leisure centre and start at the early hours of the morning and
cant simply have time to go move my car in a middle of shift, leaving the gym
unattended.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Glenfall
Restricting the car parking to 4 hours will only mean more cars are parked
on the neighbouring roads. The local businesses require staff and public
transport does not often match people work hours.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

I have been a resident in Yate for over 40 years and came across this
proposed scheme by chance only this week - surely it should have been well
publicised. I understand the need to reduce parking in residential areas but
feel it is ridiculous to change the length of parking time in the leisure centre
car park and the one on Kennedy Way. A lot of workers use these car parks
which leaves the shopping centre car park purely for shoppers. Are you
expecting workers to pop out to move their cars after 4 hours and if so where
are they to move them? Some workers leave cars in these car parks and
catch the bus into Bristol which of course wouldn't be the case if Yate had a
park and ride. There is a new metro bus route under construction but even
that doesn't serve Yate. I am lucky - I live within walking distance to my work
so won't be directly affected but I am not happy with this proposed scheme I expect the proposers of this scheme have a place to park.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Parking Be Limit to 6 hours, not 4 in car parks

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Goldcrest Road
The Leisure Centre and Kennedy Way car parks are almost the only car
parks around the shopping centre with more than 4 hours parking. Visitors
may choose to have a coffee with a friend for an hour, then visit the library,
several shops, have a doctors appointment, stop for lunch and more a selection of these activities can easily take more than 4 hours and so
customers need somewhere to go to park for longer than 4 hours. Reducing
the current allowed time in these car parks will increase parking on
residential side roads.

The proposals were
advertised on the Council’s
consultation web pages,
residents directly affected
received a letter, and
notices were posted
through the Shopping
Centre and car parks. All
of these explained how the
Public can request a paper
copy of the consultation
questionnaire by post.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Please also be aware that the Kennedy Way car park is specifically used by
those visiting doctors surgeries and the health centre/walk in clinic and MIU.
Reducing the parking here to just 4 hours could add unnecessary stress to
those who are visiting these health centres and who may need to stay for an
unknown period of time while unwell, undergoing tests, waiting for results,
and waiting for available practitioners. They may also need to leave a car
behind if a patient is taken to hospital and it may not be possible to move the
car within 4 hours. If a reduction is necessary, perhaps 8 or 10 hours would
be more appropriate, or to have a different system that restricted commuter
parking rather than visitors to Yate Shopping Centre and other services.

The parking at the Health
Centre and Minor Injuries
unit are not in the control
of South Gloucestershire
Council and are not
proposed to change.

There must be parking arrangements made for all people working in the
town centre and trades people, heating engineers, electricians etc. working
in the affected areas, there are I believe reasonably simple ways of
achieving this.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
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Goose Green
I believe the problem arising from lack of staff parking in the shopping centre
is the main reason associated with more cars being parked on neighbouring
roads to the shopping centre. Any restrictions put in place to reduce parking
on these roads will mean staff from the shopping centre will park in other
roads that haven't got the restriction in place. So therefore the actual
problem wont be rectified at all.
Yate has had large increase in housing developments recently, bringing with
it extra traffic, also with the new riverside development more people are
coming into Yate to shop, again causing an increase in traffic.
Yate shopping centre has a fixed number of spaces, so can only take a
certain number of cars, there will be a much bigger problem in the future with
regard to residential parking spaces being used as an overflow to the busy
car parks.
A park and ride on the outskirts of Yate would serve the shopping centre and
commuters to Bristol and Abbeywood. I hope this alternative will be carefully
considered as a better long term solution to this problem.
Yate is very lucky to have a shopping centre with free parking in place. They
are also very actively involved in improving life for the residents of Yate.
Gorlands Road
Workers at the Kennedy way and Leisure centre do they have staff parking?
where will they park or are their shifts only 3.5hrs long? have you considered
this? working people can not rely on public transport unless you have several
hours either side of your working day free.
There isn't enough spaces for people who work more than 4 hours a day,
people travel from different towns to work here and there isn't anywhere
allocated for them to park. Tescos car park is always full so it will only get
worse.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The proposed 4 hour
waiting time will allow
additional short term
parking for visitors to the
shops.

Provision of Park and Ride
facilities are beyond the
remit of this scheme.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Greenhayes
Parking by the leisure centre and Kennedy way is a nightnare, never any
spaces which means everyone parks in tesco instead to visit yate, this in turn
causes issues when you want to shop in tesco but can't park

Thank you for your
comment.

Hamoden Close
Yate is a communal town. I have lived in Yate for nearly 34 years and it has
always been a lovely place to live. All of these schemes that are being put in
place is making our town feeling restricted and uncomfortably controlled.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

For a mother of three the restricted parking times does not provide me
enough time. The time does not allow for us to carry out many of our
daily/weekend activities. For example we can't go to a childrens party, have
lunch and go food shopping in one day as it doesn't allow us enough time.
Hampden Close
With how big Yate has got it is silly that there isn't more areas or pay to park
all day area.

Thank you for your
comment.

The parking restrictions on the corners of those roads make good sense.

Thank you for your support
of the proposals.

Restricting parking in the areas proposed from 12 to 4 hours removes the
only public parking available to shopping centre workers. This will force them
into parking in local residential areas and thus defeat one of the council's
main objectives which appears to be reducing parking in residential areas by
non residents. The introduction of residents' only parking by Bristol City
Council forced people (mainly workers) to park further out of the city centre
and thus caused problems in residential areas further out. South Glos
Council must learn from this and not remove the only long stay parking for
shopping centre workers or provide alternative parking/force the shopping
centres management to provide parking for all workers not just two per shop.
Without shop workers we do not have a shopping centre.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
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Please note the only interest I have here is that I use the shopping centre
want people in the shops to serve me.
Hartley Close
I work in yate and have to use this car park for working purposes as all of my
shifts are longer than four hours.
Harescombe
I am a member of staff at yate leisure centre and our shifts can last up to 10
hours. Many staff travel from thornbury, winterbourne, further afield in yate
and wickwar and this 4 hour max car park would seriously impact their
capability to work.
We must keep the long stay parking at Yate leisure centre and Kennedy
Way. We already have many short stay car parks.
Highway
I am concerned that Highway will be dangerously effected by the proposals.
Parking has increased over the years on Highway which has resulted in the
dangerous practice of parking on the grass. With all the restrictions
proposed this will only get worse and increase the parking in Highway which
is not identified in the scheme. Some years ago my daughter when walking
to school was narrowly missed when a car pulled onto the grass. I fear these
proposals will only execerbate the problems

The ability to attend a school you can walk to, reliable public transport, and
punitive fines that are enforced, are key for these measures to work. The
green in front of Highway is already used as a over flow car park causing
dangerous manoeuvres risking injury to school children, pedestrians, cyclists
and other road users. Please preserve our green
Highworth Crescent
This proposal is a knee jerk reaction to poor planning decisions, when
changes to the shopping centre were proposed and allowed, there are
simply not enough parking spaces and the public transport system is
inadequate.
The obvious answer is to introduce the park and ride plans adjacent to the
South Glos Council offices and provide a bus service to the shopping centre
at a nominal cost, provide priority spaces for people working in the shopping
centre and engage with employers to encourage them to use this facility.
The introduction of blanket four hour limit is ridiculous when you are trying to
encourage people to come to the shopping centre. To have that shopping
centre you have to have people working there. There is an excess of eating
facilities now and it simply is not possible to meet friends to eat and drink
AND to use the shopping or entertainment facilities in that time limit.
By introducing a central bad you are going to create problems in the next
available space. Already, due to staff at the old Kingsgate school parking all
day on the street, during term time there are many afternoons between
14:30 and 16:00 when I am unable to enter my own driveway in Highworth
Cresecent due to unsafe and inconsiderate parking. The school will not
communicate, they are arrogant and a law unto themselves, the council say
they cannot help and conversations with local councillors suggests I "have to
live with it".
As a council you are not helping, constantly allowing planning for infilling and
houses in multiple occupation, this increases traffic and on road parking. It
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The majority of proposed
waiting restrictions in this
area are to remove
inconsiderate parking from
junctions.
Waiting restrictions to
prevent parking on the
grass verges has been
added to the Council
records so that when the
Council next review the
waiting restrictions in this
area, this particular
comment can be taken into
account.

See comments above.

Provision of Park and Ride
facilities are beyond the
remit of this scheme.
Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

seems that those who shout loudest, or can score politicians brownie points
get the most help
Where are people supposed to park all day? It will only push people to the
next streets. No where to park over four hours anywhere. Why not have
some free parking then pay for additional hours. This will kill Yate. Why can
people not park in these streets? Makes no sense. Doesn't bother me I will
walk. It will affect people enjoying a day out. Where do staff of the shops and
leisure centre park if they live further afield and not on a bus route? More
thought needed.
Hollybrook Mews
I feel that employees of shopping centre will have even less spaces to park
and would therefore park on the surrounding streets more.
Homefield
You are not providing any long stay parking for people who work at the
Shopping or Leisure Centre. Where will these people park? I see no solution
offered to them.
You also do not provide any long stay parking for Yate residents who wish to
use the bus services from the shopping centre into other areas like Bristol for
work.
You try to encourage people to use public transport to get to work and to
keep the bus services running- yet you offer no solution on how they get to
the shopping centre to catch their bus, so people drive to the shopping
centre and park in side streets!
You need to provide a long stay car park to help the workers. Especially
those who work in Yate shopping centre etc, you are not encouraging
employment here if staff cannot park.
I totally agree with these restrictions particularly in Church Road as it causes
chaos on this road especially around school hours ( cars parked on road
near traffic lights causes bad traffic queues and is very dangerous where
children are running around the cars.
Hoylake
I think the Kennedy Way Dr's surgery car park should be two hours and for
surgery only visitors/patients. This would deter shoppers but encourage
people using all the doctors surgery to use this car park. When you have a
doctors appointment it is hell on earth looking for a space, especially when
your walking is restricted.
Kent Avenue
Stopping parking around Broadway school seems over the top and
unnecessary. If people are parking dangerously currently then enforce the
current law. Residents may not feel the increase in traffic around 8.40am
and 3pm is ideal, but that in itself isn't a reason to stop parking.
People who drive their children to school will still do so. Where do you
anticipate they will park instead?

Kingscote
WHERE DO YOU PROPOSE THAT PEOPLE PARK WHO WORK THERE .
SURELY THE PEOPLE WHO BUILT THE EXTRA SHOPS ETC SHOULD
BE MADE TO SUPPLY PARKING , THE BUS SYSTEM IS NOT REGULAR
ENOUGH AND IF YOU HAVE A HEALTH CONDITION AND ARE UNABLE
TO WALK LONG DISTANCES YOU HAVE TO DRIVE
I work at the leisure centre and my shifts range from 4.5 hours - 9 hours a
day. Taking away the 12 hour car parking and replacing it with 4 hours is
ridiculous! What are the people actually working in the centre supposed to
do when they cannot park near their place of work? One of my shifts starts at
6:00 am and I have to collect both of my sons from childcare in chipping
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.
A park and ride scheme
and the provision of
additional off street parking
are beyond the remit of
this review.

Thank you for your support
of the proposals in Church
Road.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

The majority of proposed
waiting restrictions in this
area are to remove
inconsiderate parking,
obstruction of visibility at
junctions and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
and vehicles.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

sodbury afterwards and get home so public transport is just unrealistic! I
know many other people are in the same situation but if you take away the
long term parking then you need to replace it with somewhere else local that
is safe for staff to park in. I don't agree with parking in residential streets and
personally would never park in front of another persons house, but I do think
you need to review taking away the long stay car park otherwise it will just
have a knock on effect to staff throughout yate.
Laddon Mead
I'm worried about where I will park for work as I work early morning and late
evenings - I do not want to walk to my car on my own in the dark. There are
a lot of staff that rely on the car parks and it would be unfair to take all of
tbese options (including street parking) away from us.
Lancaster Road
We need the 12 hours for sports competitions and longer training for
example if you swim for 2 hours and then do a 2 hour gym training you are
over 4 hours
Lansdown
I think the shopping centre parking should more than 4 hours, we have a
baby and when we go up to the shopping centre there's been times I've been
in the middle of feeding and having to go move my car. Also I think you need
a car park attendant as the amount of people that park in the family spaces
are ridiculous, I've been made to park in a normal space before and then
couldn't get my baby of 3 weeks back in the car as people park to close! So
having a child space is really important! I think there should be more parent
parking on the outside of Tesco, as there is lots of disabled spaces but not
enough parent.
Lark Rise
The majority of people parking all day are Council workers, how ironic is
that?? The problem is not just in these areas you know? I work on Stover
trading estate and it is the same problem every working day. Council
workers parking all day and blocking access for lorries getting in and out of
units to a WORKING trading estate not a car park! SGC need to provide
enough safe proper parking for their workers at their site as by doing this
scheme you will only shift the problem somewhere else. Plus what about the
people that want to spend a whole day at Yate going to Gym, Hairdressers,
Lunch ETC 4 hours parking is not enough and people will start getting
parking tickets when not their fault! This needs a MASSIVE re think from all
angles
Littledean
As an employee of the leisure centre, I would have no where to park during
my shifts which can be between 6am and 10pm. Walking to residential
streets would be unacceptable. Off street parking in surrounding areas has
already been massively affected by the introduction of 4 hour restrictions
within the rest of the shopping centre. I am aware of a great many people
who struggle to park outside their houses since the restrictions have been in
place, leaving the leisure centre car park the only option for employees in the
area.
I certainly don't agree that staff of the leisure centre be penalised I would
Strongly recommend a parking permit for these people so we can continue
to park at our place of work.
Staff that work in the shops and leisure centre do not have enough parking
and cannot be expected to walk to work everyday especially lone female
staff in the dark winter months I myself do not work in yate but my 19 yr old
daughter does and struggles now to park these restrictions will only make
things worse .
Long Croft
I work on the shopping centre where there is not enough provision for
workers to park for the working day so restricting packing elswhere will make
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Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see Council
Response Notes above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

life more difficult and stressful . I live in Longcroft and have even come home
early to find a car parked on my drive waiting for Brimsham pupils but they
are not there for long! 4 hours is not long enough to if I am using the sports
centre and shopping (which l often do)
Longford
I run events in Yate Leisure Centre. It will be impossible for customers to
attend these events if they are restricted to a 4 hour waiting time.
Long Mead
I think the council should've thought of the parking requirements prior to
allowing the building of the additional shops and the extra visitors/staff to the
town/shopping centre. I don't feel that people using the roads around the
shopping centre should be penalised for what is ultimately bad planning. I
believe that the council and the shopping centre should be thinking of
solutions on the shopping centre land. I agree with time restrictions in the
leisure centre car park being changed, but I do not agree with the roads
around the shopping centre being restricted to council tax paying residents.
However, I think that parking should be restricted from the roundabout on
Broadway to the traffic lights exiting The Ridge estate between 0830-0900
and 1500-1530 - people currently park on the side of the road which creates
a bottleneck and jams of traffic for people attempting to leave Broadway. I
believe that the amendment would alleviate the queues of traffic at this time
of day.
Longs Drive
Restricting parking in certain areas without providing adequate alternatives
will just move the existing problem further out. I do not see any mention of
ADDITIONAL parking facilities. Station road to Chipping Sodbury is a major
problem area where on road parking is dangerous. The restrictions along
Kennedy way and Link road seem unnecessary as nobody parks there
anyway! Additional parking facilities must be provided somewhere close- and
I can think of several totally unused and useless areas (Goosegreen way
and Kennedy Way to Old Sodbury) where additional parking could be made
available. The stick is not effective without the carrot.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Thank you for your
comments.

The proposed restrictions
in Broadway include the
approach to its junction
with Station Road to
reduce daytime congestion
at the traffic lights.

Provision of additional
parking facilities are
beyond the remit of this
scheme.
Kennedy Way and Link
Road are important routes,
they are therefore
protected by yellow line
restrictions to prevent
parking.

The top of Longs drive have up to 30 cars parked all day from 8-4pm The
road is very narrow due to the extended pavement to allow dual function of
footpath and cycle path making the road dangerous because of cars having
to overtake parked cars on the left of the road as you travel up the road
towards the lights The cars go in the evening from 4pm evidence that these
are people who work locally I feel there should be a parking restriction of 4
hours 8-6pm to stop this

Parking on Longs Drive is
the subject of a separate
consultation.

You should have looked at longs drive , people from the factory and local
businesses on station road parking all down the road causing problems

See comment above.

Lower Moor Road
The parking is limited to 4 hours in Yate shopping centre, this is easily eaten
up by an afternoon movie and lunch. What are we supposed to do? I
appreciate the local people may find parking around their streets annoying,
but will soon complain when their visitors or family members have restricted
parking. Also catching a bus into Bristol city from Yate shopping is now no
longer an option. A solution to this would be a park and ride system that
allow longer parking. It's all very well saying that local streets will be
restricted but then also will the staff who work in Yate and public when
spending their money at Yate shops. It's an all round rubbish idea that will
restrict everyone involved.
Lydbrook Close
I agree it's not easy when it's where you live but more provision is needed
when any new building or complex is built, there is never enough parking
especially when new houses are built.
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Provision of Park and Ride
facilities are beyond the
remit of this scheme.

Thank you for your
comments.

There is a lack of information on why people are parking for whole day
periods. Presumably you are intending for force employees to travel by
different means or at least part further away. Possibly ensure provision of
employee parking might be more sensible that blanket restrictions.

Travelling to work by other
means would ease the
parking situation generally.

What provision are the council giving the working population of the Shopping
Centre? They have already taken away staff parking and replaced it with a
permit scheme for which there are not enough permits to go round. Maybe
there could be a sharing system? Or allocated parking for staff of the
shopping centre? The council wants to keep expanding the shops and
amenities for the people of Yate, but haven't thought about the implications
of parking. Working people who maybe have to drop off children and then go
straight to work or drop in on an elderly relative before going onto work will
physically have no where to park if this scheme goes ahead. How can you
attract workers to the shopping centre for the local shops and not provide
parking for all. People should have a choice wether they wish to bring a car
to work wherever they live. The council is taking away peoples choice. If you
choose to live near a school then increased traffic is inevitably going to affect
where you live, but only for a small proportion of the day. Again the council
have not thought about parents who maybe have to collect their children
straight from work, who have no choice but to drive. It seems that the council
are just making peoples lives more difficult.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Lyndale Road
Too many restrictions in place already, wardens tend to target disabled or
vulnerable people and are not interested in minor mistakes people make.
Madison Close
In relation to the long stay 12 hour car park at the leisure centre, this is a vital
car park for anyone who drives to work in the shopping centre. There is no
where to park due to the minimal amount of car park permits given out my
the shopping centre which limits all cars to a 4 hour maximum stay. The
leisure centre car park has benefited lots of people as they now have
somewhere to park (if working for more than 4 hours).
Without this "long stay" car park it will result in people not being able to work
in the shopping centre as they will not be able to drive to work.
Although public transport is in place there is not any buses to transport
people to the shopping centre at 3:00 AM for example.
If possible please send a reply to my comments, thank you.

Proposals in Church Road
pare to protect the narrow
section on the approach to
the traffic signals. Waiting
restrictions in Firgrove
Crescent are proposed to
be shortened, therefore
allowing additional parking.

Thank you for your
comments.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

If the 12 hour parking time is reduced to 4 hours then where are people who
work in yate but do not live in yate ment to park? The are not enough
allocated spaces for each shop. We have locums on a weekly basis working
at our store. With out the 12 hour parking there would be no where for them
to park.
Also people who live and work in yate also need to drive at times. Especially
if busses do not serve their area or times do not allow bus travel.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

If you restrict these parking places ..... you need to provide an area for
people needing to park for longer periods .... for example retail workers .... to
apply parking restrictions and fines push problems to other places as you are
now finding with the current situation .... so I suggest you start planning for
long term parking or stop expanding with consideration for the impact you
are causing ..... stop using it to gather revenue and fix it properly .

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Maisemore
I regularly park in the south Leisure Centre car park for over 4 hours, when
running and performing at events in the Leisure Centre. The 12 hour car
park is crucial to allow me to park for these events, where I can be in the
Leisure Centre for 8-10 hours.
Changing the parking limits from 12 to 4 hours should not be done. This will
cause issues for many people when attending events at the Leisure Centre.
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Any employee of the businesses in the yate shopping centre need to park
somewhere and cannot always move their cars around so they don't recieve
a fine. Some people can be late to work from constantly moving their car in
order to not receive a fine. If this goes ahead then I believe there should be
passes given to those that are working as being late can lead to
consequences such as job loss which can cause more things to go terribly
wrong for the person. If people are resulting in parking down people's streets
then obviously something is wrong in terms of workers and parking. I
personally use that car park but only when I have to go to work as I will be in
work for 8 hours on average at minimum and it's not always as simple as
just walking to work as I do not feel safe when I have a late shift, walking
home in the dark for atleast half an hour on my own.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Without the shop workers there would be no shops for the visitors to come to
so we need somewhere to park. Public transport is not an option at 5.30am
nor walking in the dark, I know someone that was attacked on way to work
early one morning. 4 hours is not long enough, even if you want to shop,
swim maybe, lunch or maybe go to cinema, eat and shop. Apart from
Saturdays mostly during the week parking is available in main car park. So
you need to keep some areas as 12 hour parking for workers who work
more than 4 hours.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Meadow Mead
I agree overall with the 4 hour restriction however if you have a long
hairdressers appointment or go to see a film & have a meal at Riverside you
can easily go over 4 hours. Surely the shop/cinema/restaurant can ease this
restriction in some way by talking to 'security ' or whoever monitors parking.
After all if you are there for that amount of time you are bringing income to
Yate.
Mercier Close
How will all these restrictions be policed?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.

Merlin Way
My issue with the scheme as stands, is that, although I understand there is a
need to solve Yates parking issues, this appears to jump straight to solution
phase without solving root cause (or, if this has been considered, it has not
been justified in the documents given). The information I think that is needed
before this goes to consultation is the following:
- Have there been traffic surveys done in the areas, and what are the results
with specific regard to times of day/days of week?
- Has the parking position got worse since the temporary pool and if so, by
what extent?
- What will be the impact on residents of the streets effected who may have
two cars and use street parking when restrictions may be introduced? Is
there a longer term method proposed to manage this?
- 8-6 is a long time. In my experience, the problem with parking in Yate
centre chiefly arises on Saturdays (all other times there is certainly sufficient
at riverside). Can we not come up with more innovative solutions if evidence
bears this out - for example, why do we not direct overflow parking on
weekends to YIAs spaces with agreement of the academy?
I broadly back the reduction in waiting time in the car parks themselves, but
feel 4 hours is too little. Yate has now been designed as a hub, and attracts
visitors from outside the area who need to use car parking. For visitors using
the cinema, shopping and restaurant facilities 4 hours is unlikely to be
enough time - I would state a minimum of 4.5 hours (in line with what is
offered by the centre), but would think 5 hours is more prudent and also
removes the 'all day' parkers. I'd, however, in view of the problem being a
weekend one primarily, only enforce said restrictions on weekends.
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The proposed waiting
restrictions are a result of
requests from Yate
residents, and are mainly
to remove inconsiderate
parking, obstruction of
visibility at junctions and
allow safe movement of
pedestrians and vehicles.
.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
Yate Town Centre car
parks also have a 4 hour
waiting time and has been

in place for many years.
In terms of the residential streets, on a broad basis, just painting lines and
introducing restrictions without managing the 'root cause' analysis of this
point is merely a sticking plaster. All this will do is shift the issue one street
up in some cases.

Protecting junctions from
being obstructed is logical
for road safety reasons.

We need to manage the people who have to come into Yate daily for work in
the large centre. There have to be more innovative solutions than this (park
and ride on fringes for example)
Reducing the parking time at the Leisure centre car park will have negative
impacts on workers in the area. Most staff work more than 4 hours and there
are no long stay carparks in the area so staff will have to park in residential
streets nearby. Workplaces like tesco do not offer parking permits for staff
so this will be very detrimental to workers. Only solution would be to offer
worksrs a permit to stay longer.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Side roads such as these should be used for visiting and parking and should
be readily available. If the council feels so strongly about side street parking
they should stop giving planning permission for houses to be built without
their own off street parking facilities. People have to park somewhere. The
more houses you build without off street parking the more of a problem this
will be. there will be a lot more of this. People have a right to visit relatives
without a waiting restriction, especially at Christmas. 4 hours is not long
enough to park and do all the business necessary in the Yate area. If you do
not want Yate to be popular, don't build the houses or the shops or schools
or doctors surgeries, then people wont have so much need to park. I can
never do all my business in Yate in 4 hours, you are pushing people away
and appear to be very unfriendly and unaccommodating, not a happy place
to visit or live .People need to be welcomed, not put off by all your rules and
regulations. If there is so much all day parking to make it necessary for you
to introduce these rules and regulations then the answer is very simple. You
desperately need to provide a large, park and ride, car park for commuters.
Once you have provided a Park and Ride car park, you will then get more off
an insight into the off road parking problem. You seem to forget, very
conveniently, that a person can spend up to 4 hours at the doctors and then
going on to the Minor Injuries Centre. You will be preventing people from
obtaining local medical services. I object to my tax payers money being
spent in this way. This appears to me to be a waste of money as many of the
councils projects are, and I don't expect you to take one iota of notice of
what I say or what others say as you never do. So even the consultation is a
waste of public money.

The proposed waiting
restrictions in residential
streets are to remove
inconsiderate parking,
obstruction of visibility at
junctions and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
and vehicles.

Mountbatten Close
Parking further along Church Road should also be restricted - up to the
junction with Greenways Road. Otherwise you're just shifting the school and
shopping centre on-street parking further up the road where it will cause
more of an obstruction.

Have businesses been consulted for impact? e.g hairdresser

Nailsworth Ave
please could you extend the double yellow to the second entrance to
Stanshaw drive
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Provision of Park and Ride
facilities are beyond the
remit of this scheme.

The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are proposed to
prevent obstruction of the
narrow road and approach
to the traffic signals. To
extend these up to
Greenways Road would be
inappropriate.
The proposals at this
location are to remove long
term parking and allow for
short term customer
parking, the Hairdressers
received a letter as part of
this consultation.

The proposals were
compiled from previous

requests, this extension
would inconvenience
residents to an
unacceptable level.
There is a proposal in place to restrict parking in the streets around the
shopping centre which includes Clevee Road, Painswick Drive and
Stanshaws Crescent. While I understand it good these road are included can
I ask why Nailsworth Avenue isn't I'm a resident of Nailsworth Ave and I
often see people parking in my street and walking across to shopping centre.

The proposed waiting
restrictions are to remove
inconsiderate parking
obstructing visibility at
junctions and allow safe
entry and exit.
To restrict all day parking
in Nailsworth Avenue
would affect residents and
may be considered as too
restrictive.

Newlyn Way
The parking in our street and the surrounding ones is dangerous. However
by adding yellow lines and reducing the car park times we will have even
more silly parking in our street so local residents won't be able to park. We
already come home to lots of cars parked in stupid and dangerous places
but if parking is restricted more we will not be able to park at all. The ground
directly outside our front garden on our side of the road is council. I think a
lot could he gained if we could have that land and drop the kerbs to create
driveways. This would save the council money as they would no longer have
to cut the grass. If not could some kind of resident scheme be introduced?
We have 3 cars in our house hold as we are a multi generation household so
either being allowed to drop the kerb and add a driveway to council land or to
have a permit scheme would help us to park. All the streets local to the
shopping centre are being used as car parks which is not fair to the people
who live there and is also dangerous because people are just leaving their
cars wherever they can fit them for the whole day. If anyone in our street
needed to call out a fire engine it would not be able to get into the street.

The proposed waiting
restrictions are to remove
inconsiderate parking,
obstruction of visibility at
junctions and allow safe
movement of pedestrians
and vehicles.
The Council has no policy
to provide new off street
parking facilities or
dropped kerbs for
residential properties.

This is good start but perhaps enforcement would also assist.

The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.

I agree with the double yellows on all the corners near the roundabout

Thank you for your
support.

Yate needs more car park spaces people have to work and alot travel to the
area this is very unfair. We need an upper level put on some of the car parks
like they have done at asda in longwell green

Provision of additional
parking facilities are
beyond the remit of this
scheme.

I feel reducing the parking time allowed in the car parks will encourage more
on street parking. Under the proposals the entrance to my street will have
double yellow lines, these are definitely needed as at the moment people are
parking on corners making it very dangerous negotiating the roundabout.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The problem is if cars are stopped from parking by the two schools on The
Ridge then they will park down Newlyn Way as a few of them already park
outside our houses at school time.

The keep clear markings
at the schools are
proposed to be reduced in
length, thereby increasing
parking for parents and
residents.

Old Mill Close
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Thank you for your support
of the yellow line proposals
at the junctions.

You don't provide enough background to the problem: who are the long-term
parkers? Are they staff in the shops and businessses? Where else will they
park?
Is it people driving to the centre to catch a bus into Bristol? Where should
they park?
Partridge Close
The reports states the problem is increase in all day parking. Putting
restrictions on yet more car parks addresses the symptom, not the root
cause. Why are people parking all day? Do they work in central Yate? Are
they commuting elsewhere? Simply restricting doesn't solve the problem for
these people. Ask them why they park there all day and what would solve the
problem for them, and come up with solutions to help them. I understand
and agree with limitations on streets, but don't agree with restricting the car
parks till specific actions taken to address the root cause. Fining people
doesn't fix the problem.
Two of my children train at the gymnastics centre within the leisure centre 6
days a week. As they training times overlap I am regularly in Yate for over 4
hours so make use of the 12 hr limit car parks almost daily. If I have to move
my car around car parks it will have an impact on my spending habits whilst
they train as at the moment I shop every day within in Yate but if I have to
move my car I would just not bother and go home in between dropping off
and collecting. Also when competitions are held in the centre I would run the
risk of either getting ticketed or miss seeing my children compete if I am
forced to move my car due to parking restrictions. Has it been considered
the impact of the pool currently being located within the 12 hour car park? I
certainly have noticed a massive difference in the ability to find a parking
space.
Parnall Crescent
If you take away long term parking in the centre and restrict it in nearby
roads people will just park in other roads as they do in Parnall Crescent now,
which is used as a car park by both rail station users and council
office.workers. Also you will dissuade people coming to Yate who would like
to spend more than 4 hours in a centre which serves as a lot more than just
a shopping destination. It is a very short sighted plan which only serves to
line the pockets of the parking company's.
Pear Tree Hey
If parking reduced from 12 to 4 where are leisure centre staff supposed to
park?? As we cannot park any where else when working all day
Plover Close
Working Shifts at Kennedy Way Surgery..over 4hours mostly means that a
start of 6.50a.m and finish of 7p.m, sometimes later can cause problems.
No.carparking for Staff at Surgery..only small soace for Doctors and
professionals.
1. Winter mornings (leaving 30mins earlier)and nights
2. Vulnerability
3. Weather conditions, heavy rain,snow(easier to drivebin than to walk on
than pavements)
4.. Extra time
5. At times do split shifts on same day..
Four times of walking back and forward.
5. Arthritic knee and prolapse discs, mean I can walk but
some days more than others. Not qualifying for Disabled Badge..even then
that would only cover for 3hours, if could get a space!!
6. Promoting the shops people come yo Yate for say, visiting Cimema,
Sports Centre and shopping, meeting friends for coffee etc. I feel this will
discourage people to enjoy all those facilities!
Can park in Mall without that restriction.
4 hrs is not always long enough to use the shopping area e.g. if l use the
leisure centre then Tesco then soft play. There has to be a longer parking
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Car Parks, see response
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Car Parks, see response
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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Car Parks, see response
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

option. 7hrs would still prevent commuters from using these car parks all
day.
I work in Yate and need access to long stay car parking as I often have
heavy bags to bring to work. It is currently a nightmare trying to find parking
and your plans wil only make matters worse. However I suppose you see it
as a revenue gain from all the parking tickets your traffic attendants will be
able to issue.
We should be encouraging visitors into Yate to bring in more revenue and
more interesting shops. I believe your land will detract from this.
Prescott
4 hours parking can easily be exceeded in the Leisure Centre car park if
using the gym facilities and shopping or if hall is being used for all
day/evening event which frequently occurs. The effected people will have
very little choice of parking outside of this when combined with the other
proposals
Prestbury
I totally disagree with the idea of changing the parking from 12 to 4 hours. I
work in the shopping centre and some of my shifts start at 5:30/6 in the
morning so I have no other choice than to park in the surgery car park.
Especially in the winter when it is dark at that time of the morning I am not
willing to walk to work on my own in the dark. I feel that parking should have
been thought about before building the new riverside complex as we didn't
have enough space for the staff in the shopping center at this time let alone
now with more shops. How do you expect to run the shops if staff didn't not
have anywhere to park therefore you won't have any staff to run the shops. It
works both ways you need customers to get the business but you also need
staff to run the shops. I know there is already allocated spaces for staff but
it's no where near enough it's only a fraction of the amount needed. Public
transport is not reliable enough to use and is very overpriced. I agree that it
isn't fair for people to be parking down streets where people live but they
don't have a choice when all the car parks are full this is what they are going
to result to, until the issue of not enough parking has been resolved. Yate is
a growing community and car parking needs to be bulit to accommodate
that.
Quedgeley
Broadway is limited as it is with the parking available, when trying to drop two
Charlie Loren odd and makek it to work before 9am is a struggle as it is!
Totally unfair, it's a school that hundreds of children attend.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The provision of additional
off street parking is beyond
the remit of this scheme.

The keep clear markings
at these schools are
proposed to be reduced in
length, thereby increasing
parking available for
parents and residents.
Most of the other proposed
waiting restrictions are to
remove inconsiderate
parking obstructing
visibility at junctions nd and
allow safe movement of
pedestrians and vehicles..

My concern about taking away all long stay car parks will actually push more
cars onto residential roads (where would all the staff working on the
shopping centre/leisure centre etc park, people catching a bus into Bristol
etc?)
Rectory Close
The right to park at Yate Shopping Centre for more than 4 hours is
necessary for certain activities such as gymnastic competitions and
swimming galas which often take all day, and social activities such as
cinema followed by a meal which may take 5 hours or so in total. Therefore
the option to buy more than 4 hours parking needs to be made available in
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

order for people to be encouraged to continue visiting Yate for these
activities. Parking schemes already exist in places such as Parkway Railway
Station where people have the option to acquire a free ticket for limited
parking time or to pay a charge for additional time. This would work well in
Yate. Failure to supply this option will simply lead to the problem shifting to
B&Q and Morrisons car parks.
I am a user of the leisure centre on a regular basis and I feel that restricting
the Kennedy Way car park to 4 hours would be problematic. The gymnastics
centre have competitions which run all day and competitors come from all
over the country (and often other countries), opening up the whole shopping
centre to national and international individuals so placing these restrictions
on parking could discourage further visiting in the future. Having to move
their cars several times during the day is not often feasible so having at least
one car park that allows 12 hours parking would be beneficial. If the
restriction occurs maybe you could consider issuing the gymnastics centre
with a 12 hour parkong pass just for competition days. Also as we now have
a cinema and many cafes, restaurants and pubs to use only having a 4 hour
parking limit is not encouraging people to use these facilities. As there is
likely to be restrictions to parking in the streets people visiting the shopping
centre area need encouragement to stay and use all facilities. Perhaps some
of the car parks could have a 4 hour restriction, others 6 hours and keep the
Kennedy Way car park as 12 hours.
Robin Way
The majority of workers using the car parks work longer than 4 hours, so
where will they be able to park?
I start at 7.30am and can leave as late as 7pm so will not feel safe to walk
home in the dark. Buses are not convenient for the times I need and there is
the cost issue each day.
No thought has been given to the people working in the area!
A long stay car park is necessary for local worker.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Not sure where those working in and around Yate shopping centre who work
shifts longer than 4 hours are expected to park. I have friends and
colleagues that are well out of walking distance of work, who must drive their
car in able to get to work. Where are they supposed to park? And for those
who must use the MIU and have an extended wait for triage or treatment,
where are they supposed to park?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Two reasons for all day parking. 1 shopping centre staff, solution segregated
staff parking with permit entry system. 2 bus users, solution edge of town car
park and bus station.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

We moved to Yate in 1986 and bought our first house here. One of the
attractions of Yate was the free parking outside the shops and amenities.
My main concern about this scheme is where do people visiting Yate park if
they want to stay for longer than 4 hours? There is so much on offer at Yate
shopping centre (sports centre, library, dentist, doctors and retail outlets) you
can easily spend more than 4 hours there.
Two of my work colleagues were fined a few years ago after attending an
ALL DAY SPORTS EVENT IN THE LEISURE CENTRE. They hadn't
realised there were new four hour parking restrictions in the car park.
WHERE ARE PEOPLE SUPPOSED TO PARK IF THEY NEED TO STAY
FOR LONGER THAN 4 HOURS.
A park and ride scheme should have been introduced for people using the
bus into Bristol over at the Ridgewood end of Riverside.
Twelve hour parking could be introduced at the Ridgewood end of Riverside
as it is often quite empty. This would free up spaces at the council run
Kennedy Way car parks.
By restricting the parking time in Yate the council are stopping people not
only using the facilities that they as South Glos residents pay for in their rates
but also spending their money in the shops. So they are 'shooting
themselves in the foot'. YATE IS SUCH A VIBRANT WELL MAINTAINED
SHOPPING CENTRE. So many High Streets in this country are a shadow of

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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Provision of Park and Ride
facilities are beyond the
remit of this scheme.

their former selves with boarded up and run down empty shops. Don't drive
people away to out of town shopping centres. Make provision for all users so
the town will continue to thrive.
I am fortunate to be able to walk to the shops if I do not have lots of heavy
shopping but other people are not able to.
PLEASE KEEP 12 HOUR PARKING AVAILABLE IN YATE.
Rodborough
Where exactly are people who work all day in courtside surgery/Lloyds
pharmacy supposed to park?? We currently park in the council car park to
leave the private surgery car park free for patients.
Sandhurst
I feel that 4 hours is not sufficient if you are visiting the cinema, having a
meal and shopping. A validation scheme would be beneficial where you
provide receipts to prove you are a genuine shopper not worker. I've seen
these schemes in other shopping areas. It does require a barrier scheme
though.
Sandy Lodge
If the parking time is restricted at The Leisure Centre and Courtside Surgery
car parks then the only alternative will be for people to use Morrisons or the
B&Q car parks. This only shifts the problem from one place to another.
Shorthill Road
With regard to reduction in car parking times in the leisure centre and
Kennedy Way carparks, I think they should be waived for employees of both
establishments. Especially for the leisure centre most (if not all) shifts are
over 4 hours and for those people who drive it would be a real inconvenience
to have to park elsewhere especially for those who start early in the morning
or work late at night - the winters are long and dark!!
Slimbridge Close
On the Consultations home page you state that this consultation will be open
until 1 September, however within the text of the consultation you state it will
close on 18 August. This is potentially misleading as people looking at the
home page will think they have until 1 Sept to respond only to find it has
closed when they enter the specific consultation page. If you are being
deliberate deceptive and denying residents a democratic right then this
renders the whole consultation null and void and it should be reissued (with
more publicity this time). Or you are just incompetent.
Why has the consultation received so little publicity and why was it issued in
August, when many people are away. A cynic might think you are trying to
slip it under the radar.Those of us with previous knowledge of SGC
'consultations' would not be surprised.

Somerset Avenue
The idea of massively reducing parking near both St Marys & Broadway
Shools is flawed.
People sometimes need to drop their children off, they have no choice,
whether they are doing so on their way to work, dropping other children
elsewhere, or driving from a considerable distance. This requirement won't
change simply because it is now more difficult to park near the school.
The people who need to drive, will now have to park slightly further away.
Pushing their cars into other near by roads. The situation in those roads will
actually be worse due to the increased length of stay - when you can park
near the school the turn over of cars is quick; when they park further afield
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This consultation was
extended up to 9th
September 2017, and
remained open for
comments after that time.
The proposals were
advertised on the Council’s
consultation web pages,
residents directly affected
received a letter, and
notices were posted
through the Shopping
Centre and car parks. All
of these explained how the
Public can request a paper
copy of the consultation
questionnaire by post.

The keep clear markings
at the Broadway schools
are proposed to be
reduced in length, thereby
increasing parking for
parents and residents.
The proposed waiting
restrictions are to remove
inconsiderate parking,
obstruction of visibility at
junctions and allow safe

they will be there longer.

movement of pedestrians
and vehicles.

If people are parking dangerously, or irresponsibly then existing laws should
be policed. A slight increase in congestion around 9am & 3pm may be an
inconvenience to residents, but reducing parking won't suddenly mean that
people driving from Frampton walk, or that my Son walks his daughters to St
Marys on days he also has to drop his son to Old Sodbury. They will still
drive, you are simply going to make everyones day a bit more stressful.
If the primary concern of this plan is indeed all day parking, then it is clearly
workers from Yate Shopping centre who are guilty of this. Either a
multlistorey car park needs constructing to increase staff parking on site, or
a 'park & ride' needs opening on the outskirts of town. Banning parking on
residential streets for large portions of the day doesn't help the residents
themselves park. If a centre worker currently parks in a street which will
become restricted they will simply park in the next street over. I can not see
how you solve a parking shortage by reducing parking spaces.
Spar Road
Whilst I generally agree with some amendments to parking in this area, if it's
successful how is it going to be policed?

St Briavels Drive
The scheme description claims to include Sundridge Park, you might as well
not have bothered. If you're going to put restrictions on Sundridge Park,
please feel free to extend them from the town centre until Hatherley or
Chatcombe - this would prevent all manner of idiotic parking that is only
evident at school pickup times.

The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are proposed to
prevent obstruction of the
narrow road and approach
to the traffic signals.
Provision of additional
parking facilities are
beyond the remit of this
scheme.

The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.

The proposed waiting
restrictions in Sundridge
Park are to remove
inconsiderate parking
obstructing visibility at
junctions and allow safe
entry and exit.
To restrict parking on the
length of road as
suggested would be
inappropriate to resolve
school time parking.

To restrict parking around schools is a good safety measure. To restrict
parking around kennedy way/leisure centre area will severely impact on nhs
workers like myself. You will find if we can't park and get to work, we will
have to leave to work elsewhere and leave hugh gaps in yate with regard to
healthcare provision! We have no wish to clog residential roads and we are
not given the option of a green line space in the main carpark. Also I have a
blue badge and am restricted on where I can work as it is. If I cannot park
nearby, you will be effectively forcing me out of my job! As you park your own
cars at your place of work (provided by and unrestricted by your employer)
use some of the brain cells you were given and think about this properly.
Doctors need to use the few spaces in the barrier carparks for urgent home
visits. Other staff have to use parking in the immediate area and there are
quite a few of us!
Stirling Close
Yate has always been great for shoppers and visitors why spoil it, there
plenty of other issues to deal with
If you reduce the parking times you are making it impossible fir people who
work at yate because where will they park hardly anyone is given parking
permits its ridiculous
Stover Road
By allowing 12 hour parking in both shopping car parks it encourages long
stay parking which means less spaces for visitors who actually go to Yate to
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

shop. Parking should be restricted to 4 hours which is ample shopping time.
However, allowance should be made for people attending the medicals
centres. More available spaces in the public car parks will help cut down onstreet car parking. Parking at Yate shopping centre was never a problem a
few years ago and the 'overflow' car park at Riverside remained relatively
empty other than at Christmas. The building of the Council Offices at Yate
with inadequate parking for staff has also increased the on-street parking
problem in the Yate area.
Sturmer Close
I am somewhat confused to where this scheme allows the large number of
people to park who work at the shopping centre and surrounding business,
with limited parking permits and the long stay car park being changed. This
scheme will only push individuals to park in local roads a little further out
than the restricted zone and move the problem to a different area.

Unrestricted parking
adjacent to the Kennedy
Way Surgery will remain
unchanged.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

St. Marys School on Church Road has a parking issue at school drop off/
pick up times. Parents park all the way to the traffic lights on church Road
making it very restrictive to drive through and making it dangerous for the
children walking to school. Could double yellow lines be installed along the
stretch of road from the school entrance to the traffic lights to prevent people
parking

To restrict parking for the
length suggested would
remove all parking on this
section of Church Road,
and not allow parents to
drop off and pick up their
children.

If the Town Planning had been right in the first place, there would have been
adequate parking included in the expansion of the Retailing areas.

Thank you for your
comment.

Summers Mead
Can you please consider a park and ride site situated in an accessible
location other than the shopping centre that allows all day parking and that
all buses going from Chipping Sodbury and Yate to stop at. This would allow
anyone using the bus more choice, more frequent times/service and all day
parking. Thus completely alleviating the need for parking in residential roads.

Provision of Park and Ride
facilities are beyond the
remit of this scheme.

This could be sited for example, by the Road to no where or by the South
Glos Council offices.
How are these restrictions going to be monitored/patrolled. Please explain
why this consultation has not been made very public eg local news, seems
council decisions are being made without proper public consultation.

The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.
The proposals were
advertised on the Council’s
consultation web pages,
residents directly affected
received a letter, and
notices were posted
through the Shopping
Centre and car parks. All
of these explained how the
Public can request a paper
copy of the consultation
questionnaire by post.

People who work in Yate shopping centre have very very limited spaces to
park their car. Permit passes are limited to each store and does not cover
everyone. Also there are a lot more staff working at Yate shopping centre
then there are staff spaces. In winter it gets dark early in the evening and
when you have to park in Tesco and walk to the other end of the shopping
centre it does get a bit worrying walking by yourself especially early mornings
and evenings. I personally have an illness which one of the side effects I get
very tired very quick and walking to far to my work place does tire me out
very quickly so parking in the leisure centre works perfectly for me. I think if
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you were to change the parking to 4 hours then you need to make sure there
will be staff parking on that end and of the centre for people with less
mobility
Tanhouse Lane
Please make sure that there is plenty of disabled parking

Templar Road
One problem that will occur is when tradesman are working in Lawns Road
Firgrove Crescent and Broadway. They need to park as near as possible to
the property they are working on.

The car parks have
disabled parking spaces,
the number of spaces will
not change.

The proposed waiting
restrictions are to remove
inconsiderate parking,
obstruction of visibility at
junctions and allow safe
movement of vehicles and
pedestrians.

The proposed full-time restriction in School Road will lead to even more
school hours parking in Templar Road which is already a problem

See comment above

I live in Templar road and looking at the map I see that the restrictions are
being increased on Church road which can be difficult at school time
especially at the traffic lights for the narrow bridge. Our road is also used as
a parking zone at school start and finish times, from the river Frome all
alongside the field and beyond.
I am sure that on Mondays the refuse collections have to time their visits to
miss these additional parking problems. As cars are stopped from parking
near the school then it is likely to increase on nearby residential roads.

The additional waiting
restrictions on Church
Road are proposed to
prevent obstruction of the
narrow road and approach
to the traffic signals.

Thorns Farm
Please include Thorns Farm (BS37 4RU) in these proposed parking
restrictions. We are constantly overrun with parked cars regularly restricting
access should an emergency vehicle or bin lorry need it.

i think that you should consider adding Thorns Farm to the list of no waiting
at any time. residents have brought this up in the past but nothing has been
done. access to the road is appalling because instead of parking in the
leisure centre car park, even when room for them to park, people park on
both sides of the road blocking residents access and even stopping the bin
men from accessing the street. as you can see if binmen cant get in to the
street then emergency services wouldn't be able to gain access either which
is discussing since there are elderly and disabled people in the street.
i hope you consider this and will look forward to hearing from you
Troon
I think that the whole of Sundridge Park Road should be double yellow lines.
Either that or regular parking officials patrolling the road, as the parking
along it is terrible, and restricts the flow of traffic enormously. I cringe when I
see all the cars park on the side of the road, with children running around, its
a crazy situation. The schools should be made to develop a system of
parking to pick up and drop off internally within their grounds.
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This road was considered
at an early stage, the
proposed scheme is to
prevent parking on
junctions and bends where
parking was identified as a
problem, and to keep new
restrictions to a minimum
to reduce the effect on
residents and their visitors
who need to park. Thorns
Farm was not considered
to be an issue.
See comment above.

This road is sufficiently
wide for vehicles to park in
a considerate manner and
traffic to pass, to restrict
parking on the entire
length of this road would
be inappropriate, and not
allow visitors to park.

Tyndale Avenue
There should be an allowance for people to park outside the school for a
short period of time (20mins) between 10am and 2pm to allow parents to
collect children who fall ill during school hours. It is unreasonable to expect
an ill child to walk several streets to get to a car, which would have been
parked for all of 10 minutes, at the school's request. Especially considering
that the school attracts children from the whole of the Yate area. A 20min
allowance would also allow for pick ups from the Little Acorns Nursery,
without clogging the few parking bays available. Parking on the pavement
should be absolutely forbidden given the number of pushchairs and
wheelchairs needing to access the area, especially given that they would be
pedestrians rather than motorists if these changes are implemented.

Some unrestricted parking
will be available on Church
Road and Firgrove
Crescent adjacent to the
schools

I agree with the proposals for restrictions in residential streets, however
believe that the shopping centre needs a long stay car park. I regularly use
the 12 hour car park behind the lesuire centre. Im 24 years old and often
meet my friends in wetherspoons for a catch up after work. This sometimes
results in me drinking alcohol, which means I am unable to drive home, so
often leave my car in this car park and pick it up first thing in the morning.
Now there is a new bar in the shopping centre, i believe that more people will
be doing this. I understand that 'because people want to drink alcohol' isnt a
great reason for having a long stay car park, however this is definatley the
reality, and i would be concerned that limiting parking options would give
people another reason to drink drive. As a young adult who has lost friends
in drink driving incidents, i feel strongly about this and have known many
people to drink drive home because its a 'short distance' or 'i cant leave my
car anywhere'. I agree that during the day the car park is busy and can never
find a space, however during the evening the car park is almost empty! I feel
the proposal would be more beneficial if the parking time was limited to 4
hours during the day only (eg between 8am - 6pm mon- fri). The shopping
centre has 2 bars, which from my knowledge, one is always heaving and the
other is becoming very popular, and in reality people will need somewhere to
leave their car as they cannot legally drive home. I cannot see why using a
car park thats always empty in the evening for this is an issue, providing cars
are moved early the following day.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The council encourages retail development, so where is the support for the
workers? Some of these travel long distances and have no opportunity to
use public transport and now you plan to make it harder for them to park to
get to their place of work. This means they will have to park further away and
walk further. Maybe if thought had been given to these issues before
expanding the retail development I wouldn't be completing this questionnaire

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Tyning Close
These parking restrictions will only work if they are enforced. The entry to
The Glen has been double yellow lines for many years but people still park
here because there has never been any consequences or deterrents. Is
there sufficient funding in the scheme to enforce the restrictions? If not, this
will just be another waste of public money.
Church road needs to be no waiting at all times - parking on/near the speed
humps and the traffic lights causes all sorts of problems.

Walshe Avenue
I'm on your mailing list for consultations (the two most recently received were
about footpaths in Pucklechurch and in Severn Beach) - why was I not
notified of this one, which concerns an area much closer to where I live?
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The Council’s parking
enforcement team is able
to enforce yellow line
restrictions if informed of
problems.
The proposals include
double yellow lines through
the traffic lights to prevent
obstruction by
inconsiderately parked
vehicles.

The proposals were
advertised on the Council’s
web site, and notices
posted through the
shopping centre to notify
as many people as

possible. Residents
directly affected by yellow
lines were sent a letter
explaining how to obtain
further details, it is
financially prohibitive to
send letters to all
residents.
Walton Heath
Walton Heath is very close to the shopping centre (Near Gleneagles) by
making extra restrictions to the roads that people already block by parking in
them has it been considered that they may find alternative parking in the
nearby residential streets like Walton Heath?
I support parking restictions to allow access for the emergency services and
to keep school roads clear but I hope that our quiet street insnt affected by
the changes.
Watermore Close
I work in Yate, as a nurse, and visit all the surgeries, my clinic lasts for more
than 4 hours, and due to my job I cannot use public transport- parking
restriction to limited time would have a negative impact on my ability to work.
I would t mind paying to park longer if that was the only option!
Wavell Close
As an NHS worker in Yate these changes will be severely disruptive and put
loan women workers iin Yate at risk. It will mean walking to and from work
on many occasions very early and very late in the dark through ill lit parks
and roads.
Westerleigh Road
Limiting parking at the shopping centre's have already caused a few
problems. My husband is a retained fireman and a few times will he / we
have been out his pager has gone off. Sometimes a shout can last just over
the 4hr limit, though I have spoken to the management team and told to
inform them if this happens and they will not fine him for parking there are
times when he is in the shopping centre by himself and does not have time
to inform them. also as a parent I find the restricted parking a nightmare, esp
around the holiday times (eg Christmas) when trying to shop. I try and do my
shopping at the same time I have other things in Yate to do, eg Doctors
appointments, dentist and children's activities. Which have in the past took
longer then 4 hrs when we have included going into Weatherspoons for a
meal just due to the fact that if I am having a "good" day and can leave the
house, I will try and incorporate a few activities / visits to the leisure centre,
library ,different shops, cinema etc.
Also as a resident on Westerleigh Road, I raised concerns on the housing
being built on land which is now Woodrush Heath. This is a private road and
we are not allowed to park there but many of those residents and visitors
park right outside the houses opposite the entrance to the street, leaving
residents unable to park. As a retained fireman my husband does need the
parking space as he is one of the only drivers of the pump (fire engine) and
has to be at the station within 5 minutes of the pager going off. Which is
impossible when he has had to park streets away. We are also finding many
of the customers are parking there who are using the shop or the common.
Of course this raises a question concerning safety as if he is unable to get to
the station and is the only driver available then the pump / crew can't go out
to the emergency they have been called to.
As I have PTSD and a higher mobility award rate, I have got to the point of
applying for my disabled parking space to tackle this problem of parking on
Westerleigh Road.
We have asked about off road parking and turning our garden into a parking
space but where told no due to the garden not being wide enough, yet our
garden is wider than many of the houses (cottages) with off road parking.
From my point of view its not the problem parking in the shopping centre but
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The proposed restrictions
in this area are to protect
junctions and access
roads where parked
vehicles cause safety
issues, this should not
displace many vehicles to
other locations.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

the streets around it and restricting the parking even more will cause
problems for the residents.
Wiltshire Avenue
My wife works in Yate and I don't want her put into a situation where she has
to walk unlit areas at night after work to get to her car.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Due to the events which often take place at the leisure centre, it is vital that
visitors are allowed to park for more than 4 hours at a time. These events
include exhibitions, shows and competitions. The competitions held at the
gymnastics centre are often at a national/international level. Visiting
competitors, coaches and judges should not be expected to go out and
strategically move their vehicles halfway through the competitions.
In a day to say basis, gymnasts often train for more than 4 hours at a time.
Parents and gymnasts who drive to the sports centre need to be able to park
without risk of a parking fine.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Church Road is a narrow bus route that becomes impassable outside the
school at starting & finishing times. It needs to be made a No Parking Zone
from end to end, otherwise the problem will just relocate further along its
length. Parents and children should be encouraged by the School and the
Council to walk there.

The proposals include
double yellow lines through
the traffic signals to
improve vehicle access
along the road.

Windsor Drive
I work at the leisure centre, doing 10/11 hour shifts. With the shopping
centre car park being restricted parking to 4 hours it's difficult enough to find
a place to park my car whilst at work. By restricting the leisure centre car
park also, staff would have absolutely nowhere to park for their place of
work, this is awful.
Witcombe
The areas around schools are needed for parking as there is insufficient
parking at the school and when you have children at different
schools(mainstream and SEN who cannot be transported) makes it very
difficult.

Woodchester
I work in doctor's surgery on shopping centre and work for more than 4
hours and would find this restriction very hard to deal with. Not always
possible to walk to work especially in the winter
Woodrush Heath
Some long stay car parking must be retained

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Church Road will have
some unrestricted parking,
Firgrove Crescent
restrictions will be reduced,
allowing additional
unrestricted parking.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

York Close
I cannot understand how reducing the time limit in the car parks will possibly
stop people parking all day in residential streets. Surely if you reduce the
time limit of the car parks the amount of people parking in residential streets
will increase. As usual, no thought is given to people who work in the
shopping centre/ leisure centre. Public transport is expensive, unreliable and
simply not practical for a lot of people therefore the only option is to drive.
The only option then will be to park in the surrounding streets, clogging them
up and blocking access further. The whole idea of reducing the parking limits
is ridiculous

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Responses from addresses elsewhere (outside Yate)
Why have you let private business which makes a massive amount of
money from those living,working and visiting Yate not responsible for
providing adequate parking? The infrastructure is not in place to support
people leaving their cars at home in order to be able to get to work. Why
should the ordinary person diligently going to work and directly contributing
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

by way of their council tax be penalised and why would the council who
should be representing the people, support the wealthy business operators
by making the car parks 4 hours when it should appreciate that anyone
working a normal day will need to park for longer than that. Where will all
those people now find to park? And then what other schemes will you need
to put in place? If there was adequate affordable and frequent public
transport for all the outlying areas perhaps people wouldn't need to drive and
park - but there isn't.
As a resident of Thornbury who works in Yate on a part time full year basis I
already have restrictions on parking that make getting into work hurrendous.
I am lucky in that I have a patking permit to use ONE of the 100 spaces
provided on the Tesco Car Park. However, these spaces are constantly used
by shoppers and the parking wardens to not enforce correct useage - yet if i
park in one of the other spaces...boom...ticket. I work 5 hours a day and due
tomworking regulations do not get a lunch break. I cannot just nip out to
move my car and under your proposed scheme where would I move it to
anyway. I totally understand the residents views and its obvious that the
parking in Yate is a total cockup by part of the Council and local planners greed over common sense. Thousands of people work in Yate ...mostly part
time and and i bet most live not in Yate ( due to the amount of traffic I sit in
every day). Cutting parking availability is just ridiculous and will have yet
another affect on shoppers but more importantly the staff that suoport those
shoppers.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The proposal to reduce the time limit in the Leisure Centre and Yate Surgery
car parks to 4 hours does not appear to have been properly considered.
Since the Riverside development has been introduced there has been very
little provision put in place for staff parking - just a few places in the main
Tesco car park. It is not always possible for people to use public transport
and/or walk to work due to other committments - such as child care. Having
discussed the situation with several people everyone is of the same view that
this will just cause more problems than resolve. i.e car users will either park
in one car park and then move their car during the day to another car park,
which will cause more traffic movement during the day, or car users will park
on residential roads which are outside of the new restricted areas pushing
the problems further afield.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Having parking restricted to 4 hours does not entice people to come and visit
Yate for a day out - it does not give you time to visit the shops, have a meal
and then go to the cinema. It all seems very narrow minded.
MORE LONG STAY CAR PARKING IS REQUIRED - NOT LESS
If you restrict parking to 4 hours throughout the town centre, this will simply
mean that people who work full timein the town centre will park further out
and walk in, so the problem will not be solved, it will just cause issues in
residential areas and outside other schools/nurseries in the streets
surrounding the town centre.
I would catch a bus or a train, but I live in Charfield. There is no train service
and the bus service is restrictive, particularly if you work after 6pm, which I
often do. So I have no alternative than to drive.
I would like to know where all the staff who work in Yate are going to park,
as the GP surgeries, leisure centre and shops usually do early morning/late
night shifts and can't really rely on buses to get them to work on time.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Living in Wickwar, we have a very limited and unreliable bus service. I also
have two jobs, having 1 hour between finishing my shift at West Walk
Doctors Surgery and starting my shift at my other job. Where else are we
able to park for more than 4hrs?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

There is not enough parking for long stay. I work in Yate Shopping Centre
and already find I have to park in Morrisons. I can see that they will be
swamped if you reduce availability of free long stay parking.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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People need to access services and shopping. Working in Bristol and
surrounding areas is essential for those who live in Yate and surrounding
areas. With restrictive parking in the Yate shopping centre I feel there is no
where to park if you want to access public transport. Even though transport
is expensive so is parking in Bristol for workers especially. Bus transport is
very poor. The No. 82 Bus has been taken out of service (Wickwar) and now
very poor times for buses accessing Yate.
If you want the area to thrive you must consider free parking for workers and
those accessing hospital journeys. There are a lot of elderly people who do
not drive very far these days and the journey to Southmead hospital for
example is very daunting. So they have to park and get the bus.
Its a great shame that residents are experiencing parking in their roads but
unless you make a concerted effort to support employment you are simply
making the situation a lot worse for people. Restricting one area only takes
the problems elsewhere.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

With regard to the restriction from 12 to 4 hours in the two car parks, where
in the heck will workers go to park their cars. They will spill down over
Sundridge Park and the roads off. This therefore will be self defeating and
lead to more car restrictions being proposed there and on the other roads.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Fully agree with the proposal for the residential streets mentioned.
Disagree with the extra restrictions for the two car parks. Please note I am a
retired person so do not have a vested interest in keeping the 12 hours limit
other than I feel that the workers who face other daily difficulties with getting
too and then being able to work need some chance to be able to park their
cars. Or at least make suitable public parking arrangements elsewhere
before you impose this harsh restriction.

Thank you for your
comments.

Yate only has 2 main long stay car park for people who work in yate to park,
lowering the 2 car parks to 4 hours will leave people with nowhere to park
and having to leave work to move their car every 4 hours which makes the
minority of working people in yate loose money for leaving work to move
their cars. Then of course you have to wait until a space is available to re
park. It is a ridiculous idea!

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I am a Practice Nurse at West Walk Surgery working 8 hour shifts covering
early and late appointments.I already struggle to find a car parking space
when I am on the late shifts in any of the 12 hour car parks.I am not
permitted to park in the staff car park which is for Doctors .Your proposals
will leave only the Courtside Car Park for people working more than 4 hours
which is totally inadequate for workers needing to park their cars. I do not
have access to public transport .There is a high demand for patient
appointments that South Glos council should be aware of.My work load does
not allow me the time to move my car even if I could find another parking
space.This proposal (which I cannot see has been well publicised )is another
blow to not only the the NHS staff working in the vacinity but other workers
also.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

People visit yate shopping centre to go for lunch and a coffe and a bit of
clothes and food shopping to relax and enjoy their free time but you can't do
it all as you can only park for 4 hours and you have to worry about how long
you have been parked for. It makes it very hard for anyone to work their as
they have no where to park and the buses that run from surrounding areas
are not realiable enough and they do not take the best routes so many
people still live very far from any bus stops. Also the leisure centre hold all
day events like gymnastics competitions. Instead of being able to watch your
child participate in the competition you would just have to keep moving your
car instead or if you wanted to go to the gym for a long time and then a swim
after you would have to cut it short to move your car. Another reason this
scheme isn't good is because of the minor injuries and doctors. There are
often large waiting times in the minor injuries and doctors are quite often
running late. People would have to leave and possibly miss their
appointments due to parking restrictions and having to move their car.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Over all I think this scheme has not been very well thought through and the
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impacts it will have will be massive. It will not attract people to come for the
whole day and spend their money within yate and cause the area to
deteriorate instead of rejuvenate.
I think reducing times in those car parks is unreasonable as there is then
nowhere staff or people going to yate sjopping centre all day can park. If
people receive charges for longer than 4 hours, if visiting the leisure centre
the company has said still valid as there are those longer car parks. With out
them people will be restricted for work and will reduce many people going to
the shopping centre

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The reason people park in the 12 hour car parks is normally because they
work in the centre and as they are the only car parks that allow more than 4
Hours that is the only place they can park as most people work more than 4
hour days, you need to provide a car park for workers who don't live local to
Yate but work in Yate. Also when in the minor injurys unit sometimes u are
waiting more than 4 hours so those carparks are good for these people

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I work for West Walk Surgery Full Time, if the Car Parks in the Leisure
Centre and Kennedy Way(surgery) are reduced from 12 hrs to 4 hrs I will
have nowhere to park for work.I can understand you don't want people
leaving there cars and then commuting on the bus or train to Bristol for the
day.But f you could please give, we the employees who need to run the
West Walk Surgery etc passes for our cars that would be a perfect solution.
Thankyou.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I agree that on street parking should be limited and cars should park in the
car parks provided. But people who work in Yate do need somewhere to
park otherwise businesses will struggle to find staff.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Our staff at West Walk surgery rely on being able to park in the Courtside
and Leisure Centre car parks. There is no other long stay parking available
for them to use.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I work in Yate Leisure centre. Its great that we have a car park that is 12
hour parking as i work 10 hour shifts in the leisure centre so if they hour
were reduced that would mean me having to move my car twice in one day. I
would not be able to go in and out of work in order to move my car.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

A lot of the staff need the 12 hour limit in regards to my above comment.
This would cause us to have to park elsewhere which can then cause
problems for the streets that are being taken up by our cars.
Where are employees that work 8 hours or more suppose to park?
Especially if they work really late?! If people work at the leisure centre surely
they are intiltled to park at their place of work!

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Restricted parking will have a massive negative effect on our leisure centre
staff as they work various shifts, over a 7 day period, many of whom work 8
hour shifts. It could potentially mean that females would have to walk long
distances to their vehicles late at night.
From a personal perspective as health & fitness manager, I live in Randwick
(40 minute drive away from the centre) meaning car share would not be
practical, public transport would not be possible either. I fail to see why Yate
LC staff cannot be allocated 'x' amount of car parking slots with stickers for
their cars indicating they are staff at site. I foresee an abundance of issues
with this proposal regards yate leisure centre car park restricted time.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Whilst I understand the need to reduce street parking I feel the drastic
reduction in parking hours to all car parks in the area is not a sensible idea.
Four hours may be ample time for those shopping but not everyone visits the
centre for this purpose so I think there should be some flexibility in the
parking limits to reflect this. Otherwise attendance at events will be affected
and would lead to people having to park in other areas therefore just moving
the problem else where or not supporting local events.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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Detrimental effect on local businesses. Work force need to park for longer
than 4 hours. Plenty of other shorter time parking available. Yate town centre
needs some long term parking as an alternative.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

It would be detrimental for council employees working in Kennedy way -- who
provide service to SGC residents and for people who have to travel from far
where no direct bus service is available. There's plenty of short term parking
around the Yate shopping centre. SGC employees to be provided with car
parking pass to continue to deliver excellent service to SGC residents.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I have no issue woth changing the parking to protect residents however you
are not giving staff of the shopping center anywhere to park. The whole
issue with the leisure centre and kennedy way being full before 8am and for
the whole day is because staff have no where else to park.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Where do people who work full time in the shopping centre park if the
restrictions will limit the 12 hour parking at the leisure centre?
I work at the Halifax in Yate, we cannot expect to be parking a mile away in a
street that allows parking and then this would just cause more complaints on
residents.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I am an employee of Halifax in Yate and want to know where you propose us
to park when we work full time. The overflow used to be staff parking and
now there are 4 hour restrictions on this. That only leaves the lesuire centre
and kenedy way car parks suitable to workers. We have been issued 2
parking spaces in the tescos car park for "staff parking" but as we have over
15 memebrs of staff that travel in to Yate from outside the area, this doesnt
cater.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

As a staff member based on the shopping centre and i travel in daily from
outskirts of Bristol I dont agree with the placement of 4 hour parking times in
the car parks as all staff had parking avaialable in the overflow however
since building the new shops there are now limited spaces for staff to park. I
appreciate that the shopping centre allows each shop to have 2 parking
permits but with a staff count of 14 where only 2 staff members live in Yate
how is it physically possible for the other 12 members of staff to get to work
and park with no restrictions. If the car parks hadnt gone to 4 hours staff
would not be parking on the side streets. I have staff members that live in
Bath and travel in every day. This is going to have a huge impact on people
coming into work.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Not enough parking available

Thank you for your
comment.

I work in Yate Hospital Minor Injury unit and work 8hrs a day. There are no
other parking spaces in any other area.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I spend a lot of time in Yate library working towards my uni degree, and I do
not think it is encouraging for the car parks to be changed from 12 to 4 hrs! I
also teach and work as activity staff in Yate leisure centre, and how can I
help the children in my class/group if I am having to run off to move me car
halfway through the day?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Reducing parking time from 12 to 4hours at Leisure Centre and Kennedy
Way surgery would cause untold problems for all employees in the
area.Where on earth are we supposed to park?Female employees often
work evening shifts and to be forced to park a distance away at night is
totally unacceptable for Health and Safety reasons.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I am a health care worker at Kennedy way surgery and use the leisure centre
car park daily I have no buses where I live to get me to work so where would
I park if restrictions are introduced .

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The reduction of parking time in the two car parks is beyond ridiculous.

Car Parks, see response
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Members of staff in Yate Shoppimg Centre & the Lesuire Centre can work
for longer than 4 hours and cutting down the parking limit will result in them
not being able to park anywhere suitable for their shift hours. It is beyond out
of my mind why anyone would think like this. I do not drive to work (YLC) but
my colleagues do and some live further afield than Yate and with no where
to park, getting another way to work is very time consuming, more expensive
and a waste of time. If this reduction is being thought about seriously? take
EVERY possible situation into consideration otherwise a lot of people will be
affected and I am sure this will cause upset and disruption.

to Police comments above.

Absolutely crazy that the parking is being reduced - it's okay for those who
already have parking for them and they don't have to worry about it!! But
don't take into consideration those who are young and work longer days as
we're just starting out in the 'real world'!! How am I supposed to work 12 hour
days (I have 2 jobs at the leisure centre so often do them both on 1 day!!)
and sometime I do cycle in but sometimes this is not possible but how am I
supposed to save for a house and support myself? It's been bad enough
having to come into work 30/40 mins early to find a car park spot bc nothing
is done to support the staff from the leisure centre or shopping centre. I get it
doesn't help build the community and allow shoppers in (I completely get
rjis..) but HOW CAN WE RUN THE SHOPPING CENTRE OE LEISURE
CENTRE IF THE STAFF CANNOT PARK?!?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Reducing the parking times at the leisure centre and Kennedy way means
shopping centre employees will not be able to park for their shifts. As there
are only a few parking permits for those who live further away, this means
the majority of works will potentially have to walk to work or find parking
down nearby streets. This means many houses may find parking spaces
taken due to employees having no other option but to park down nearby
streets.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

It is absolutely disgusting what you are trying to do - especially to the car
parks. I worked in Yate for two years when I was 16 up until 18 for some
extra pocket money whilst I did my A-levels, when I couldt drive there was
NO WHERE to park for me as the closest car park (McDonald's) was 4
hours and I was always working 8 hour shifts, therefore sometimes I'd have
to walk in the darkness to park my car down a random street. And now you
are probably putting restrictions on those roads. All you want is more and
more money, well funny enough, Yate will not work with no employees, they
will get fed up, and they will leave. Suck it

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

All day parking is essential for those who work locally and for many other
reasons
The council should be looking for further scope to extend the car parks
possibly by building g a multi storey park, rather than trying to restrict parking
to short term only. It's a very short sighted policy

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

There are only so many staff parking spaces in Tesco, where do you
suggest other staff to park?! Also I have witnessed non-staff parking in
green bays, what happens to them? This is a silly scheme! Several staff
members live out of the area and need somewhere to park. All of these new
shops and no increase in parking for the staff. It is silly!

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

What are people who want to spend a day in yate supposed to park. Sgc is
ready to approve planning and take their business rates but have not
provided the facilities yo support people wanting to be in the area for a lomg
period of time, ie over 4 hours. E.g work, study in the library, day courses etc

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

A lot of the clubs at the leisure centre are run by volunteers who give their
time freely to help children from the local area. They need car parking
beyond 4 hours as they dedicate time but don't live in Yate

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The Court is not in use. Can this car park be made available?

The Court car parking is
not owned or controlled by
South Gloucestershire

I imagine that not many businesses in Yate are lucky enough to have their
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own private parking (The Council Offices a clear exception). Surely by
limiting the parking to 4 hours, people who work in Yate, but do not live there
will just block more residential streets.
I agree in principle with limiting parking /stopping on main roads, but cannot
comment on specifics as this does not impact me. The exception is parking
on the road/pavement between the court in Yate and Kennedy Way. Parking
here is clearly obstructive for people attempting to get in and out of the car
parks.
The rationale for stopping parking/waiting in dangerous locations is fine.
However, the move to change the parking in the car parks from 12 hours to
4 hours will surely provide a worse situation for the local residents and
therefore not meet the stated objectives for this change.
People who validly have to park in Yate for the whole day need a place to do
so. By restricting this option from the car parks, more people will be forced to
find parking in local residential areas and therefore make the situation worse
for all parties.
There is inadequate bus or rail links to enable people to commute to Yate via
public transport.
Given the objective of this change is to improve safety, the proposal as
drawn up is in fact doing the opposite.
One additional option would be to free up the parking in the Court car park
as I understand that this currently not used. Perhaps a combination of short
and long stay parking utilising all car parks would be more appropriate.

Council.
Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
This access to the car park
is proposed to have double
yellow lines to remove
parked vehicles.
Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The Court car parking is
not owned or controlled by
South Gloucestershire
Council.

As an experiment, try changing the parking rules in the South Glos Council
car park to 4 hour maximum and see the results.
I work for the royal mail on the shopping centre. And shifts are over 4 hours
so the leisure centre car park is the only place we can park our cars for the
duration of our shifts.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I am unsure on the issues around Yate as I don't live here. I work at Yate
Leisure Centre and it would be an inconvenience to have limited parking
time in the Leisure Centre car park for all staff as our shifts last longer than 4
hours. For the full time staff, shifts vary from around 6.5 hours to 9.5 hours,
therefore the restriction of parking would put a struggle on all full time staff.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

To make Yate prosper you need the employees as well as the customers
and they need parking spaces

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

As a Hawkesbury resident, parking in a 12hr car park & travelling by bus is
both environmentally sound and the cheapest means of having a day out in
Bristol. Bristol car parks are very expensive, & the Bristol "park & rides" are
not suitably located for people coming from the North-East of Bristol. There
is a desperate need for a "park & ride" scheme from Yate to Bristol, &
pending the establishment of such a scheme, the existing 12hr car parks
should remain (or preferably expanded).

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I work at the leisure centre, sometimes my shift finished late at night and it
just isn't safe for me to be wandering around late at night to get to my car

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

As a member of Leisure Centre staff, I feel these proposals are thought out
with little consideration of the working people. These short term proposals
cause a lot of issues with members of staff who work shift patterns and may
work across several different sites. As a former resident of the surrounding
area, near to the shopping centre; I personally never had any issues with the
parking being at 12 hours, and many people feel that the Shopping Centres
current 4-hour restriction is harsh. Many staff members will finish their shifts
at 20-22 PM and would have to find their automobiles further away from site.
I would not be happy for my girlfriend who also works in the Leisure Centre
to have to walk far, in the dark to reach her car. This is posing a threat to
vulnerable people as well as an inconvenience to the general public.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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The provision of Park and
Ride facilities are beyond
the remit of this scheme.

Public Transport, although possible in some circumstances, does not work
for the majority of staff and would lead to people losing out on careers.
Reducing parking to 4 hours not practical for shopping centre workers such
as myself who often have to start early (e.g 6am) and therefore have no
option but to drive to work, due to the distance of my commute (7miles) and
the non existence of public transport. This would only force workers to park
in side roads to avoid being fined, reducing parking for residents.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

As someone who works in Yate providing healthcare services to the
community I think it is important to provide accessible and free parking to
those individuals. If you intend to process with the proposal please confirm
how people like myself will be supported. I fully support the use of public
transport however for busy working parent this is not possible in my case.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

We do continue to need a proper 'Park and Ride' location in the Yate area.
This will help the many drivers who leave their vehicles in the 12 hours car
parks to bus into Bristol daily. Why is So Glos so tardy on creating this
scheme which has been on the 'drawing board' for many years?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

If you reduce all day parking for those working in Yate what are they
supposed to do?
Restricting town centre roads only spreads the problem to wider residential
areas.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Yate centre is becoming a destination rather than a shopping centre and 4
hours parking is too restrictive

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

For everyone working in Yate .We had the overflow car park taken away so
had no option but to park off street or in the car parks around. For people
travelling in if we cannot park we will not be able to provide the service for
Yate shopping centre as a whole.
Not everyone lives within walking distance!!

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Reducing the parking limit at the leisure centre would surely increase people
parking on the residential roads especially when there are events on at the
leisure centre.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I think you need to have 12 hour parking at the leisure centre for the staff
who work over 4 hours and would have to leave work in the dark during the
winter months.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

With children using the leisure centre for a mixture of clubs and classes, one
of which can involve all day competitions the removal of the already limited
extended parking provision in ridiculous. Has it been considered that the
increase in people parking in residential streets is due to the temporary pool
currently using one third of existing 'long stay' spaces? Where are staff
travelling to work at the businesses here expected to park?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I'm having to use the car park at the leisure centre for 5 days of the week
with both of my children using the gymnastics centre and training at different
times. Not living in Yate and there are a lot of parents that are in the same
position, it is not worthwhile running backwards and forwards when I can
stay in this car park. Some days I need to be parked for longer than 4 hours
when their training times overlap so where am I going to park?
The gymnastics club hold a number of competitions throughout the year that
run for a whole day (7.30am- 6pm) where is everyone going to park ?. These
competitions involve a large amount of gymnasts and their parents.
Losing this 12hour stay car park will be an absolute nightmare for all of us
who use it daily solely for the use of leisure centre facilities.
Why cant it be kept as a car park for the leisure centre users only with no
restrictions. What's going to happen to all the employees where are they
going to park ? especially the ones who don't live within walking distance to

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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The provision of Park and
Ride facilities are beyond
the remit of this scheme.

the leisure centre.
I do object strongly about this proposal.
My daughter attends king Edmunds gym at the leisure centre and training
5days aweek and long training sessions so 4 hrs is sometimes not enough
time so 12 hr car park is necessary. Plus the clib put on several shows a
year along with regional compitions attracting large numbers of people
without the 12 hrs car park this will increase parking in residential areas at
these times.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Our gym club (Yate international gymnastics centre) often have longer
training sessions than the 4 hours allocated. Competition days and display
weekends will be an absolute nightmare for our guests from other clubs
across the country and international visitors if there is no where to park to
access our facilities. I believe four hours is too restrictive in the non-south
glos car parks too. We are trying to make Yate an attractive place to visit. If
you were to visit the cinema and have a meal you then have no time to visit
the shops. I personally feel there should be a 12 hour limit in all car parks. Or
a ticket machine if you want to stay longer than 4 hours you pay for anything
over.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I regularly use the leisure centre car park for the gymnastics centre and need
to stay longer than 4 hours, especially when there is competitions, shows
and extended training times. We are already restricted when competitions
are on with the parking by Macdonalds being restricted to 4 hours. It is very
important that you keep the leisure centre car park to 12 hours. It is a
struggle anyway with the temporary swimming taking spaces please do not
make the situation worse.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

A trip to the shopping centre and leisure centre can take a whole day, there
are many times when visiting with friends we have had to cut our trip short
due to the current 4 hr restriction. This means we cut our shopping short and
the centre as a whole losses money, which can't be could for the Yate
economy. Note we are close enough to walk and do on many occassions,
but when doing a big shopping trip we actually need the car to transport our
goods and often make multiple trips back to the car to store them.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

In addition where do you propose that those who work at the centre and
need to drive park all day?
I appreciate that there is a need to stop people parking and catching buses
into bristol for the day etc and also there is a drive to reduce the use of cars,
but ultimately the shopping centre is growing and has become an attraction
that for some can be a whole day out. Introducing these restrictions on all
car parks will limit this and lead to people choosing other shopping centres
over Yate.
Restricting parking times at the leisure centre will impact the parents of
gymnasts training there particularly on competition days and you are likely to
find any surrounding streets with parking still allowed full of cars impacting
on the residents.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I think the parking should be reduced down from 12 hours but not to 4 hours.
Reason why is that as a trip once in a while I go to the cinema and out for s
meal and then shopping and 4 hours isn't long enough and there is no where
else to park other than the long stay car par with out incurring a fine

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

My daughter attends the gymnastics centre and sometimes this can be for a
long day. Restricted parking stops people shopping in yate

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

If you restrict parking in the car parks to 4 hours unfortunately when events
are held at the leisure centre including parties and competitions the
participants will be forced to park in the residential areas and cause more
issues. The events held at the leisure centre are bringing visitors to the yate
area, staying over the weekend in local hotels , eating in the cafes etc.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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Please consider the effect this will have for to ability to park at such events.
The final outcome may mean the gymnastic events being taken else where.
At present I believe that the gymnastic centre alone holds approx 8 events
each year.
Reducing car park time will have a huge impact on businesses
4 hours isn't long if you consider an individual attending a health appointment
(between 30-60mins); or attending a class/using leisure facilities at the
leisure centre (60-90mins) as well as shopping (120-180mins) and eating
out. I would expect that this would also have a detrimental affect in
businesses whose staff could not park to work either.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I think putting all of these restrictions in place can endanger staff that work
within the shopping centre grounds, especially women. During the winter
months when leaving work at 5pm means it is already dark, it is not safe for
people to be walking to their cars by themselves. Getting the bus or walking
isn't the answer for some people due to where they live and they shouldn't
have to if they own and pay for a car already, again especially having the use
in winter being beneficial due to darker days and change in weather
conditions. I myself don't work at the shopping centre but know people that
will struggle with these changes if they are imposed. I also feel it would put
people off of working within the shopping centre in future as it certainly would
me knowing I had nowhere to park safely.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

To help employees who work in the shopping centre there should be the
potential to provide them with permits to park for the hours that they are at
work. This will support them, but prevent others using the car park for other
reasons than shopping locally.
Otherwise the reduction to 4 hours parking as opposed to 12 in the Yate
leisure centre car park is not supported by me.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The employees of Yate leisure centre need somewhere to park. Either keep
the limit to 12 hours or create a parking permit for employees so that we can
still park for our shift.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

There are children training longer hours gymnastics and the restrictions are
going to make it difficult for the parents. Also there are competitions and
gymnastics displays hosted as well and again it will be impossible for the
parents to fit into this restricted time. We don't want to discourage sport - do
we . Especially when this sport brings world champions and popularity of the
country and more importantly- to the town as well .

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I understand residents frustration with the parking, however restricting
parking and waiting in these areas is only going to cause more trouble
parking elsewhere. If schools do not have appropriate parking for parents to
drop of and collect their children then this is to be expected.

The purpose of the yellow
lines is to remove vehicles
obstructing junctions,
access roads and the
traffic lights on Church
Road.

As above it is really important to have one long stay car park. I do not want
to have to park on a residential street when I need to be in Yate for a longer
period of time. Surely this scheme is to help the local residents with the
parking situation not make it worse. The gymnastics centre and minor
injuries unit will often need parking for a longer period so please do not
change the 12 hour car park to 4 hours!

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

My children use Yate Leisure Centre for karate and gymnastics (Yate
International) there are often times where one activity takes place, we do our
shopping and then another activity takes place - this would put us over the 4
hours and not able to return again to this side of the sports centre, relying on
there being a space on the other side. In addition, twice a year, on two days
each time, my daughter is in gym shows which, by the time I drop her off and
watch, easily takes us over the 4 hours. Even if we don't stay, does the 'no
return' mean that we can't park to pick her up? There are also gym
competitions that run all day. The gym centre attracts gymnasts from across

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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the UK for day-long competitions, people who spend money in Yate during
the day and do not know the area for alternative parking locations. Perhaps a
suggestion would be to not allow 12 hour parking Mon-Fri but to allow it at
weekends when the snows/competitions are usually held.
This will be detrimental to the area. As a member of Yate International
Gymnastic Centre, this will stop the centre holding national and international
competitions due to the restrictions and the events being an all day event.
My daughter also trains for longer than 4 hours and as the centre is an hour
drive we don't go home in between. There are lots of other parents that this
will affect and I believe as a result will bring less trade to the area

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The gymnastics centre brings in people from a vast surrounding area often
for many hours at a time , which consequently brings in revenue to the
town/shops etc

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I regularly use the Leisure Centre car park for more than 4hours at a time
when visiting Yate International Gymnastics Club. If it was restricted then I
don't know where I would park, I would not be able to go out and move the
car in the middle of a session.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

The car park is needed for the leisure centre. Gymnasts are training really
hard and need to be there - these children are better off doing sport than out
on the streets vandalising and causing social issues. So this car park is very
important for their families, coaches and the gymnasts themselves who
drive. The centre also holds competitions and displays throughout the year
and that brings a lot of money and tourism to Date. People travel from all
over the South West to come to Yate and this carpark is extremely valuable
to them. When they park here, they use the shopping centre and its facilities
which South Glos Council have kindly provided and this would definitely be
lost if the hours changed down to only 4 hours. I travel up to Date from Huish
Episcopi and I am very grateful to have a carpark which has great time
allowance to go and watch the gymnastics and to go shopping and use the
facilities provided.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I do not live in Yate, but frequently come to the Leisure Centre to watch my
granddaughter in gym competitions, and training .

Thank you for your
comment.

I do not support the 4 hour car park as there will be no room for workers to
park! My girlfriend works in yate and lives in charfeild. There will be no way
she can get to work with the hours she does and this may make her lose her
job! Maybe turn the 12 hour car park to a staff car park! When she has gym
shows there will be no space for customers! And this may affect the
business. This will lose people coming to yate and affect other businesses
to! You shouldn't be affecting them you should be helping them!

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I regularly support yate shopping centre's shops and restaurants and often
feel four hours is not sufficient time to eat and shop - many shops have
closed down and further parking restrictions will have an adverse effect on
retailers - the option of longer parking times in the Kennedy way car park and
surrounding areas mean visitors can relax and enjoy the full days experience
at yate shopping precinct. I often use the cinema, restaurants and little
giggles play centre with children and grandchildren and need longer than
four hours - there are many others who use the same facilities in one day so
need longer than four hours. Tighter parking restrictions will definitely make
me consider using an alternative shopping complex

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I use the Leisure Centre Car Park a lot as I live in Burnham on Sea but my
daughter attends the gymnastics academy. She trains a minimum of 5 times
a week, often for extended periods. Due to the length of my journey, I stay in
Yate while she trains. This involves me using the local shops, restaurants
and cinema and therefore the car parks. I would be more than willing to pay
to use the car park but to just say they can't be used for more than four
hours would create a problem for me.
I also am confused as to where those who work at all these local businesses

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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would be able to park if it's restricted to four hours. This obviously also
includes the coaches at the gym. It would simply move the problem
elsewhere to residential streets, B and Q, Morrissons etc.
Also, from the gym's point of view we hold events which people need to be
able to park locally in order to attend. Twice a year they hold the Acrobatics
South West Championships which attracts huge numbers into the town. If
they are unable to park not only will they not come but the gym club will loose
a huge amount of revenue as they won't be able to put the event on.
I genuinely think if the council think a change needs to happen that pay
parking should be introduced as a last resort
I think there should be a way of swiping your gym membership card to gain
entry. It would be great to arrive and be able to park when I choose to use
something I pay for monthly.

Thank you for your
comment.

How are you going to prevent these problems being moved to other streets
and then having to deal with this? Can the area be residents only?

The purpose of the yellow
lines is to remove vehicles
obstructing junctions,
access roads and the
traffic lights on Church
Road.
The area would not qualify
for residents parking as
most properties have off
road parking facilities.

If the 12 hour parking is reduced to 4 hours then where do you expect staff
members to park? There aren't even enough spaces in the staff parking
provided in tesco or even enough permits available and some members of
staff can't walk to work or get transport as they either live too far away or the
public transport is very unreliable and costly.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

No-one has answered my question that I have asked several times prior.
Where are Yate employees supposed to park if there is no long term stay
car park facility. All other towns have long term stay car parks such as
Chipping Sodbury and Thornbury. Too many spaces were used when
developing Riverside and lack of thought into parking facilities.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I do not live a reasonable walking distance away from the leisure centre. I
use the facilities a few times a week for my childrens taekwondo lessons and
to go swimming. If I take my children swimming on a Saturday/Sunday or in
the school holidays I also might want to take them for something to eat
and/or pop to the shops after. I can't fit all of this is into four hours so I
wouldn't go to yate active anymore if this happens. I have been fined before
when my children's taekwondo activity has over ran and I haven't been
parked in the right car park due to the leisure centre car park being full. If
you want residents to be healthy and to enjoy their leisure time then we need
better less restrictive parking rather than more. Childhood obesity is on the
increase and restricting use of facilities by unnecessary carpark rules is not
promoting or encouraging a healthy lifestyle. The bus service is not reliable
enough to depend on for after school activities like taekwondo or swimming
when there is a specific time to be there by so using a bus isn't always
possible.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I make my comments as an employee of Circadian Trust, who manage the
Leisure Centres in partnership with SGC. I am disappointed about the
proposals to reduce the waiting time from 12 to 4 hours. This will obviously
affect the staff who work at the Centre, as well as staff like myself who travel
to the centre and already find it problematic to park, with the four hour limits
currently in place, surely we should be increasing the waiting time not
restricting it further!! This will force more and more people to park in
residential areas, creating more congestion problems for staff, leisure centre
customers and residents alike. This will also affect our partner businesses,
some of whom rely on the longer parking availability to make their business
viable and we may lose our ability to attract major events to the Centre if

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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these parking restrictions go ahead. This may result in loss of income; we
would seek to mitigate any losses from our funding partner, SGC.
It is disappointing that Circadian Trust were not consulted on this scheme
prior to going public, we are a partner and due consideration should have
been given to the possible affects on our business and those businesses
who partner with us. I hope there is a rethink of the proposals.

A meeting has been held
with the Leisure Centre,
Shopping Centre and
Circadian Trust, the issues
were discussed at length.

I'm a car driver too but it seems to me that we all need to address the future
of traffic conjestion, safetey, health and environment issues due to vehicles.
More must be done so people walk, ride or use public transport.

Thank you for your
comment.

My children are regular users of the Leisure Centre they train with Southwold
Swimming Club who are based there and they enter competiions that are run
there, we are often at the Leisure Centre for longer then 4 hours.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

yes I agree with parking restritions on local streets .
but not in the shopping centre this will turn people away from shopping going
to the cinema .having food in the restruants.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Simply restricting parking without offering workable alternatives for
employees of the shopping centre is not a solution. I am a woman and work
13 hour shifts in the centre. I also live over half an hour drive away. Cycling
and public transport is not an option. I don't want to walk for miles in the dark
on my own to my car early morning or late at night and there are not
NEARLY enough staff parking permits to go round. The solution is
alternative parking for workers to replace the old overflow car park not just
painting lines everywhere. I sympathise with local residents ( although I've
had threatening notes put on my car in Swanfields) but I have no alternative!
I'm trying hard to work and make ends meet- this just adds another stress to
my life. The council should have considered parking issues when original
plans were submitted for the overflow.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I understand and agree that residential areas do not want to be swamped by
people leaving their cars parked all day.
There has to be somewhere for people to park legally when they require
more than 4 hours.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Yate Town Bus Station is a central hub for passenger travel to Bristol and
other areas for many local people who will otherwise travel by car. Public
transport needs to be readily accessible to minimise car movements and
help reduce CO2 and other pollutants as well as easing congestion on the
roads. By minimising car parking availability in both location and time is
counter productive and not an improvement to accessible public transport.
You should be concentrating on creating additional car parking, especially
long term.
Try making life easier for people for once rather than adding an additional
level of burden.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I understand the need for safety (I work in a school too, but do have a
background in transport planning). However, there are times when you need
to spend more than 4 hrs parking in Yate (my daughter frequently attends all
day gymnastics events at the Leisure Centre and I need to park there often 8
am-5 pm).

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

There needs to be some provision for more than 4 hr parking for minor
injuries too. Minor Injuries is a wonderful facility (esp if you have an active
family). I have spent a lot of time waiting there and it is sressful if you have
takne an injured friend/family memeber. It will make a difficult situation much
more stressful if you also have to worry about being limited to 4hrs.
Perhaps your parking difficulties could be resolved by developing a Yate
park and ride system. People do park in Yate all day to get the bus to Bristol.
Yate has grown significantly in the 20 odd yrs we have lived here and
naturally the traffic levels have risen. Maybe this would be an ideal
opportunity to help people travel round the area in a more green way whilst
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The provision of Park and
Ride facilities are beyond
the remit of this scheme.

easing your parking difficulties. It is possible to use Yate train station too,
however there is very little parking at the station to encourage more rail
travel into Bristol.
I think the local authority should apply pressure on the Shopping centre, to
be more flexible regarding parting. If Yate wants to benefit from the shopping
centre and riverside, the 4 hour limit needs to be more flexible, as someone
part at the shopping centre during the data, can be fined if they use riverside
at night for food or cinema if they exceed 4 hours

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I work in Yate and should there be parking restrictions I would have to
consider leaving my job as I cannot get here by public transport as I have to
do school runs on the way to and from work. This will penalise working
people who have no choice but to drive to work.

The purpose of the yellow
lines is to remove vehicles
obstructing junctions,
access roads and the
traffic lights on Church
Road.

so much for public transport.The parking in the Yate area to allow me to
catch a bus to bristol is non existent.I live in Wickwar and need to drive to
Yate to use public transport.
It seems that a cinema and fast food outlets take preference.So I will have to
use my gas guzzling car to Bristol as will all other residents in Wickwar.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

My response to this questionnaire are not about specific restricted parking
areas as I do not live in any of the areas listed. What I am very concerned
about is that these restrictions will make it almost impossible to find
somewhere to park for more than 4 hours if people want to go to Bristol or
Bath on the bus and they need to get to Yate, park, and then catch the bus.
Surely, over-arching this specific plan is a need to get people to use public
transport and if Yate bus station is the hub, there must be places to park in
order for them to use public transport. I know that people living in roads near
the shopping centre complain about cars being parked outside their houses,
but where else is there for people to leave their cars in order to use the bus?
With these restrictions put in place there will be even less places to park if
people need more than 4 hours.
This is not joined up thinking. Until we get a park and ride this problem will
not be solved and any other measures will just be tinkering with the problem.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

Parking in Chipping Sodbury and Yate is not a problem - it is the source of
the district's prosperity. For its size, the town has an incredibly large
catchment area. I have met people in Bristol who drive here to shop
because of the plentiful free parking. There is a mistaken impression that all
shoppers drive here, visit their favourite shops, spend their money and then
dash off home.
This may be true for local residents but those who live at the borders of the
catchment area are more likely to spend some time at the Leisure Centre, do
a bit of shopping and then have lunch at one of the many restaurants. After
lunch they may do some business have a hairdo or spend an hour of two in
the Town Cinema. Four hours is not enough for customers like these.
Impose this limit and you will shrink the catchment area. When they built the
new Council Offices they left a short stub road which we were told was to
become a Park and Ride. Implementing this is the only way to extend the
free parking area for the shopping centre. It need not be a bells and whistles
affair like Bristol, visitors can park on gravel or even grass and local firms
would jump at the franchise to get them to the town. If you do decide to limit
parking time how are you going to police it? Perhaps a ticket on entry that
shows the time in. If on exit they prove to have overstayed you enter the
realm of fines and money. Perhaps you would choose a pay and display
scheme with very low rates. You would have to employ meter maids to
check tickets. There are hundreds of Parking Control firms who would love
to get their hands on the franchise. As things stand the Council has the very
minimum expenditure on parking. Any attempt at time control will escalate
the cost and lead to an end of free parking and the loss of an advantage
over other towns that is hard to evaluate. May I suggest that you ban
parking on residential streets that suffer from overflow and issue permits to
residents. Then start work on the Park and Ride. I cannot end this letter

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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The provision of Park and
Ride facilities are beyond
the remit of this scheme.
South Gloucestershire
Council has no policy for
pay and display in Public
car parks.
The surrounding
residential roads would not
qualify for residents
parking.
The proposals were
advertised on the Council’s
web site, and notices
posted through the
shopping centre to notify
as many people as
possible. Residents
directly affected by yellow

without drawing attention to the paucity of information provided to the
residents. It was sheer chance that I heard about the scheme with a
deadline the next day! A Consultation on a subject of such importance to
every single member of the community, and which uses only the internet,
leaves a large percentage of the population with no voice at all.

lines were sent a letter
explaining how to obtain
further details, it is
financially prohibitive to
send letters to all
residents.

I work two mornings a week from 9-2 in Yate Jobcentre. I currently park in
the Leisure Centre long stay car park. I have to make sure I arrive by 8.20 to
be sure I find a space or I have to find a parking space on a residential road.
If you bring in your plan to reduce the parking time to 4 hours I will have to
either move my car between car parks during my tea break or park in a
residential street a bit further away. I live in Coalpit Heath, I don't qualify for
an employee parking pass, as I only work two days and there aren't enough
for every staff member. The bus is not an option for me either as when I
finish work I go straight to the nursery then school to pick up my
grandchildren for my working daughter. I see the same people each
morning parking their cars in the car park like myself and going off to work in
the banks, health centre and other businesses in Yate. Why make life
difficult for people like myself? We will have to park somewhere and the
problems on the side roads will just escalate out to different streets. I would
be quite happy to pay to park for more than 4 hours, is this something you
have considered? Alternately is there is a way you could increase the
number of parking permits allocated to the people who work in the shopping
centre so that everyone gets one?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I THINK YOU NEED TO CONSIDER BUILDING A MULTI STORY CAR
PARK AS PEOPLE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO HAVE A DAYS
ENTERTAINMENT IN YATE SWIMMING, SHOPPING, SAND PIT, SOFT
PLAY, CINEMA AND HAVE A MEAL. THEY WOULD HAVE TO MOVE
THEIR CAR . THE GREENERY/SHRUBS BY SIDE OF TESCOS ARE A
MESS, AND THAT COULD BE MADE INTO CAR PARK . EMPLOYESS
WHO WORK IN YATE NEED SOME WHERE TO PARK THEIR CARS.
THE GREENEY INFRONT OF SHOPS NEAR FIRE STATION AND
DOMINOS COULD BE TURNED INTO CAR PARK. GOOD DESSION TO
PUT LINES NEAR HOUSING ESTATES FOR SAFETY. BUT THIS WILL
MAKE THE PROBLEMWORSE STILL NOT ENOUGH CAR PARKING
SPACE.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I believe you are my local councillor. Its a unusual thing for me to feel
compelled to write about council issues but my colleagues and I who work at
the Tesco store in Yate shopping centre have been very concerned to hear
about the councils proposed changes to car parking in and around the
centre. Purely by chance, I happened to be doing overtime on a day when
someone had discovered these changes and a consultation questionnaire
which was about to expire on the 18th August. Our managers had not been
informed and none of us had seen any notices about said changes either in
the store or round the locality. I then looked on the council web site to see
what exactly is being proposed and was horrified to read that the leisure
centre car park and Kennedy Way are being changed from 12 hour long
stays to 4 hour short stay. My shift is 4 hours and so this is precisely where I
park-------if I can. At busy times and Christmas, that is impossible and then I
have to drive around looking for a space. That will now be even harder as
the council are also intending to restrict parking in all the streets around the
centre. Apparently because people park there all day to go into Bristol. Of
course they do. Bristol is a nightmare to drive around and costly to park.
However, I can also sympathise with the residents whose streets have been
turned into car parks and who cannot safely pick their children up from local
schools. I would respectfully suggest that this is entirely due to the failure of
S.Glos coucil to provide a suitable park and ride facility when quite clearly
this area is desperately in need of such a scheme. And in fact, has been for
many, many years. I would ask the council where I am supposed to park
when these changes are implemented, as we are all quite sure they will be.
The so called consultation fools no one and is merely a box ticking exercise.
I filled in the questionnaire and because I didn't disagree with the need to
restrict parking in certain streets, got to the end without there being

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
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anywhere to record my opinion. In frustration, I posted on the councils
facebook page and the response was to fill in the questionnaire. Thanks very
much. Obviously for myself and the many hundreds of people who work in
Yate shopping centre this is all extremely worrying. Part timers like myself
have no chance of getting a staff space and I believe those who do park
legitimately still get repeated notices of fines from the private company who
owns the car park. There was a perfect opportunity to provide more staff
parking when Riverside was developed but greed prevailed and the private
company has that too. Its almost as if folk who do have jobs are being
penalised. If I am late for work because I couldn't find a space, I get a
warning. Too many warnings and I won't have a job at all. The most
worrying thing of all for me is the fact that these changes are being proposed
without any alternative being offered. Vague mutterings of a park and ride.
When and where? A better and more reliable bus service? I wish!
I agree with the proposed restrictions to parking in residential areas but I do
not agree with the 4 hour parking restriction at any of the car parks
surrounding the shopping centre. I enjoy using the local amenities and often
on my day off work find that I spend longer than 4 hours there. Especially
now with the cinema I feel visitors to yate would be cutting their visits short
becase of this. Surely having a negative impact on businesses.

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I travel to Yate on a regular basis from Cheltenham to attend a ticketed
event at the leisure centre which happens on a Saturday evening. On one
occasion I accidentally parked in the area of the car park which was 4 hour
parking and this resulted in an £80 fine. If you make ALL parking 4 hours
everywhere in Yate it will effectively cost me £80 every time I want to attend
this event, which is obviously prohibitive. Surely the council do not want to
deter people from coming to Yate in the first place by imposing these
restrictions?

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I do not agree with the change of 12 hrs to 4 hrs in kennedy way overflow car
park. There is no where in yate to park for more than 4 hours 4 hours is not
long enough if for example you have a childs party that is 3 hours in the
sports centre, then decide to have a coffee and lunch in Boswells and finish
the day off at Tescos, you would have to move your car to other car park in
between sessions or risk having a parking ticket!! I live out of yate and there
isn't a bus to my place of work so I have to drive and park in the 12 hour,
where will I park? as an NHS worker I sometimes work 12 hours!

Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.

I was referring to the proposed restrictions on parking around Yate shopping
centre. It was only when Claire Young alerted me with an e-mail that I heard
about it in time to fill in the questionnaire. This in itself was too confined
prohibiting my expressing my real concerns. Yate draws a lot of business
from a wide catchment area because of its free parking. These restrictions
will kill this business.

The proposals were
advertised on the Council’s
web site, and notices
posted through the
shopping centre to notify
as many people as
possible. Residents
directly affected by yellow
lines were sent a letter
explaining how to obtain
further details, it is
financially prohibitive to
send letters to all residents
of South Gloucestershire.

No one can go to the gym followed by a swim and maybe a cup of coffee all
in 4 hours. Nor can one go to the hairdresser followed by meeting up with
friends over lunch in that time. The shopping centre is a vibrant and active
place at the moment yet these proposals will kill it all. One does not just
dash in, grab ones shopping and dash back to home - at least only the
young people in a constant hurry may do but not those with young children
nor the retired and elderly.
A Park and Ride is what is urgently needed on the ground near the new
Council offices as was originally proposed. That would draw the commuters
requiring all day parking away from the shopping centre.
Please encourage the urgent building of such a site and it need not be of a
high standard either. It just needs a flat area and some bus stops.
That these proposals are called a consultation is an insult to the population
of Yate and Sodbury. And that they are confined to access to a computer is
even more of a disgrace. Did you know there are now more than 100,000
drivers over 80 years old in the UK? Computers had not been invented
when they were in school.
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Car Parks, see response
to Police comments above.
The provision of Park and
Ride facilities are beyond
the remit of this scheme.

My wife often has to make visits to the Courtside surgery and we are
convinced that many cars are parking there all day, making it impossible for
patients. The only way round this is to go to Lidl and buy groceries just to
park.

Thank you for your
comment.

No point in restricting, as the issue will be transferred to another road and
area

The majority of the yellow
lines are to remove
vehicles obstructing
junctions, access roads
and the traffic lights on
Church Road.
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